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Abstract 
Clote, P. and G. Takeuti, Bounded arithmetic for NC, ALogTIME, L and NL, Annals of Pure 
and Applied Logic 56 (1992) 73-117. 
We define theories of bounded arithmetic, whose definable functions and relations are exactly 
those in certain complexity classes. Based on a recursion-theoretic characterization of NC in 
Clote (1988, 1990), the first-order theory TNC, whose principal axiom scheme is a form of 
short induction on notation for nondeterministic polynomial-time computable relations, has the 
property that those functions having nondeterministic polynomial-time graph 0(x, y) such that 
TNC t- VX 3y 8(x, y) are exactly the functions in NC, computable on a parallel random-access 
machine in polylogarithmic parallel time with a polynomial number of processors.” We then 
define three theories of weak second-order arithmetic which respectively characterize relations 
in the classes of alternating logarithmic time, logspace and nondeterministic logspace. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper, we define theories of bounded arithmetic, whose definable 
functions or relations are exactly those in certain complexity classes. In Part A, 
we define a fragment TNC of bounded first-order arithmetic and prove that 
functions in the parallel complexity class NC are exactly those functions which are 
,Yt-definable in TNC; i.e., TNC k Vx 3!y Gr&, y), where Gr, is a nondeterminis- 
tic polynomial-time representation of the graph of the function J The complexity 
class NC consists of all functions computable in polylogarithmic time with a 
* Partially supported by NSF grant #DCR-8606165. 
** Partially supported by an NSF grant. 
‘Essentially the same result with a different, but equivalent first-order theory was obtained 
independently and at the same time by Allen [l]. 
016%0072/92/$05.00 0 1992- Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved 
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polynomial number of processors on a parallel random-access machine, or 
equivalently all functions computable by a uniform family of fan-in 2 circuits of 
polylogarithmic depth and polynomial size. In Part B, we define fragments of 
bounded second-order arithmetic, such that suitably definable relations are in the 
respective complexity classes ALogTIME, NL and L. The complexity class 
ALogTIME of logarithmic-time computable functions on an alternating Turing 
machine is equal to the parallel complexity class U,.-uniform NC’, the class of 
functions computable by an ALogTIME uniformly given family of fan-in 2 
circuits of logarithmic depth and polynomial size. The sequential complexity 
classes of L and NL respectively stand for logarithmic space and nondeterministic 
logspace on a Turing machine. The trivial inclusions ALogTime s L E NL c 
NC E P are well known and none of the inclusions are known to be proper. 
Results in both Parts A and B are proved by using cut elimination in Gentzen 
sequent calculus, together with closure properties of certain complexity classes. 
This paper extends work of Buss [4], who investigated bounded theories of 
arithmetic related to polynomial time P, the polynomial time hierarchy PH, 
polynomial space PSPACE and exponential time EXP. The plan of the paper is 
as follows. In Section 1, we motivate the parallel complexity class NC, state a new 
machine independent characterization of NC from [5], define the first-order 
theory TNC, and develop sufficient machinery in TNC in order to encode 
sequences and provide the main argument for the proof-theoretic characterization 
of functions of NC. In Section 2, we define bounded second-order theories of 
arithmetic Tpo’, Alog, Slog and SNlog whose suitably definable relations are 
respectively in P, ALogTIME, L and NL. As a guiding intuition, we mention that 
using second-order bounded arithmetic, [4] characterized PSPACE, which is 
known to be equal to alternating polynomial time, hence our starting point in this 
section is to characterize alternating logarithmic time. By eliminating the function 
symbol # (the only primitive function of super-linear growth rate) and adding 
other function symbols, we show how one can code sequences in a second-order 
manner over very simple functions. Since all functions in our second-order 
theories are of linear growth and since ALogTIME and logspace functions are of 
polynomial growth, we restrict our attention to definable relations rather than 
definable functions. Parts A and B are independent, and can be read separately, 
though for Part B we assume that the reader has access to [4]. 
1. Part A. Bounded arithmetic for NC 
1.1. Introduction 
NC is the collection of functions computable in polylogarithmic time with a 
polynomial number of processors on a Parallel Random-Access Machine. ’ NC is 
’ The existent connection machine, produced by The Thinking Machine, Inc. of Cambridge, with its 
216 (roughly 64,000) processors connected in a hypercube has an architecture strikingly similar to a 
PRAM. 
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easily seen to be contained in the collection FP of polynomial-time computable 
functions. Moreover, this containment is commonly thought to be proper. 
Modular powering ub mod m and computing greatest common divisors gcd(a, b) 
are two examples of number-theoretic functions easily seen to be in FP but which 
are not currently known to be in NC. See [9] for a survey of results concerning 
NC and [2, 161 for some examples of PRAM programs. In [5], the class NC was 
characterized in a sequential manner as the smallest class of functions containing 
certain initial functions and closed under two variants of primitive recursion. This 
result is kindred to the seminal work of Cobham [8] who similarly characterized 
FP in a machine-independent manner. Buss [4] defined a fragment S: of 
first-order Peano arithmetic and showed that polynomial-time computable func- 
tions are exactly those functions which are JZt-definable in Si; i.e., 
S: t VX 3!y Gr&, y), where Gr, is a nondeterministic polynomial-time repre- 
sentation of the graph of the function 5 Here, Buss clearly separated the 
definitional complexity of the graph of a function from the amount of induction 
necessary to prove totality of the function, a distinction not previously made in 
proof theory, where one had only considered provably recursive functions. 
Cobham’s recursion-theoretic characterization of FP was crucially used* in both 
directions of the proof of Buss’ proof-theoretic characterization of FP- the 
arithmetization of polynomial-time computations allowed an easy inductive proof 
that all polynomial-time computable functions are Et-definable in S& while the 
closure of FP under composition and bounded recursion on notation allowed a 
polynomial-time computable witnessing function to be defined by induction on the 
number of inferences in a free cut-free proof of the totality of the function f. 
Drawing on Buss’ proof-theoretic techniques and the new recursion-theoretic 
characterization of NC, we are able to give a proof-theoretic characterization of 
NC. We hope that this characterization will provide additional insight into the 
nature of parallel complexity classes and allow possible applications of proof- 
theoretic tools in the investigation of the proper (?) containment of NC in FP. 
1.2. Definitions and some recursion-theoretic characterizations of complexity 
classes 
In our characterization of complexity classes, we will need the following 
functions and variants of the following recursion schemes, where x represents a 
tuple (x1, . . . , x,). Below, we define some variants of the scheme of primitive 
recursion. Here is an overview of the acronyms used: PR = primitive recursion, 
RN = recursion on notation, WPR = weak primitive recursion, WBPR = weak 
bounded primitive recursion, W2BPR = doubly weak bounded primitive recur- 
sion, BRN = bounded recursion on notation, WBRN = weak bounded recursion 
‘Actually, Buss independently gave a recursion-theoretic characterization of FP which was different 
from, but related to Cobham’s result. In [lo], Cook and Urquhart prove Buss’ result using Cobham’s 
more elegant characterization. 
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on notation, CRN = concatenation recursion on notation, k-BRN = k-bounded 
recursion on notation. 
Definition 1.1. zero(x) = 0, so(x) = 2x, sl(x) = 2~ + 1, $(x1, . . . , x,) =xi, x *y = 
21~’ . x + y, bit@, i) = [x/2’] mod 2, 1x1 = [log& + I)], x #y = 2’“‘. ly’. 
Definition 1.2. The function f is defined by PR from g, h if 
f (0, x) = g(x), 
f (n + 1, x) = h(n, x, f (n, x)). 
The function f is defined by BPR from g, h, k if in addition f (n, x) s k(n, x) for 
all n, X. The function f is defined by B2PR from g, h, k if in addition 
f (n, x) G Ik(n, x)1 for all n, x. 
Definition 1.3. The function f is defined by WPR from g, h, k if 
F(O, x) = g(x), 
F(n + 1, x) = h(n, x, F(n, x)), 
f (n, x) = F(lk(n, ~11, ~1. 
The function f is defined by WBPR (respectively WB2PR) from g, h, k, r if in 
addition F(n, x) 6 r(n, x) (respectively, F(n, x) =S Ir(n, x)1) for all n, x. The 
function f is defined by W,BPR from g, h, k if 
F(O, x) = g(x), 
F(n + 1, x) = h(n, x, F(n, x)), 
f (n, x) = F(llkh x)ll, ~1, 
where F(n, x) s r(n, x). 
Definition 1.4. The function f is dejined by RN from g, ho, hl if 
f (0, x) = g(x), 
f (2n, x) = hO(n, x, F(n, x)), provided that n # 0, 
f (2n + 1, x) = hl(n, x, F(n, x)). 
Similarly, we introduce BRN, B,RN, WRN, WBRN, etc. If f(n, x) <k holds for 
all n, x, where k is a fixed integer, then f is defined by k-BRN from g, ho, h,. 
Definition 1.5. Suppose that h(n, x) s 1 for all n, x. The function f is defined by 
CR from g, h if 
f (09 x) = g(x), 
f (n + 1, x) = ++(f (n, 1)). 
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Definition 1.6. Suppose that ho(n, x), h,(n, x) c 1. The function f is defined by 
CRN from g, ho, hI if 
f(0, x) = g(x), 
f(2n, x) = ~~,,+&f(n, x)), provided that IZ # 0, 
f(2n + 1, x) = %Z,(n,x)(f(& x)). 
We state without proof the next theorem. 
Theorem 1.7 (Clote [5]). The collection of logspace computable functions is the 
smallest class containing the initial functions zero, sO, si, i;, #, bit, 1x1 and closed 
under CRN and B2RN. 
Compare the above theorem with Rose’s formulation of Cobham’s charac- 
terization of FP. 
Theorem 1.8 (Cobham [8], see Rose [17]). The collection FP of polynomial-time 
computable functions is the smallest class containing the initial functions3 zero, sO, 
$1, it, #, 1x1, bit, cond and closed under CRN and BRN. 
Theorem 1.9 (Clote [5]). The collection NC of functions computable in polyloga- 
rithmic time with a polynomial number of processors on a PRAM is the smallest 
class containing the initial functions zero, sO, sl, i$, #, 1x1, bit, cond and closed 
under CRN and WBRN (instead of WBRN one could equivalently use W,BPR). 
Corollary 1.10. NC is closed under B2RN. 
1.3, Principal results 
Familiarity with elementary proof theory, as treated in [ll, 191 and with the 
techniques of [4] will be assumed of the reader. Though not necessary for the 
understanding of this part of the paper, the following references provide useful 
information on parallel complexity classes: [3, 12,18,22,23] and especially the 
survey article [9]. Reference [2] gives a brief description of the PRAM model and 
some examples of parallel programs, while [16] gives an excellent overview of 
existent parallel programs for graph theory. 
TNC has the first-order language whose nonlogical symbols are given by the 
constant symbol 0, the one-place function symbols S, (xl, x div 2, the two-place 
function symbols +, *, #, truncate(x, i),” and the two-place predicate symbol <. 
Sharply bounded quantifiers are of the form Vx < Jtl and 3x < It(, together with 
3 The only initial functions which are necessary arc zero, sO, s,, i;, # since bit, cond and 1x1 can be 
defined using BRN. Clearly BRN subsumes CRN. We chose to present Cobham’s theorem with these 
initial functions for the striking comparison with our characterization of NC. 
4 In [4], the function truncate is called MSP. 
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bounded quantifiers of the form Vx < t and 3x < t, where t is a term of the 
language. Z?-formulas (respectively, LF?-formulas) allow bounded existential 
(respectively, universal) quantifiers and sharply bounded existential and universal 
quantifiers followed by a quantifier-free formula. This definition is identical to 
that of [4] except that our language has the additional function symbol ‘truncate’. 
While this function symbol can be introduced in a conservative extension of Si, 
we do not allow enough induction in the theory TNC to allow for the obvious 
proof of existence. Instead of the function symbols x div 2 and truncate, one 
could as well consider the function symbols pred, I, /, with the intended 
definitions pred(0) = 0, pred(x + 1) = x, x -L 0 = x, x L (y + 1) = pred(x L y), 
x/y = z iff 3~ < y (z * y + u = x). An appropriately formulated theory TNC would 
then be equivalent with the theory formulated in this paper. A sensible way of 
investigating even weaker theories than TNC would be to admit defining 
equations of ‘reasonable’ functions necessary to perform limited encoding and 
decoding of sequences, etc., together with extremely weak induction schemes.’ 
The success of this type of approach is demonstrated in Part B, as well as by Kaye 
[14], who showed that the theory El is equivalent to the least-element principle 
for open formulas in the extended language of arithmetic admitting the integer 
division function [x/y]. Compare as well with [20] where it is shown that the 
predecessor function defined by pred(0) = 0 and pred(x + 1) =x is not Et- 
definable in S! (see Definition 1.11). 
Definition 1.11. A function f is said to be provably recursive in T if the graph Gr, 
off admits a _Y$-definition A in the language (0, S, +, ., S} of arithmetic, such 
that 
T tVx 3yA(x, y) and T t Vx, y, y’(A(x, y) A (x, y’) zy =y’). 
We abbreviate this provability condition by writing 
T FVx 3!yA(x, y). 
A function f is said to be J$-definable in T with language L if the graph Gr, off 
admits a Zy-definition A in the language L, such that 
TkVx3y<tA(x,y) and Tt-Vx,y,y’(A(x,y)~A(x,y’)~y=y’), 
for some term t. We abbreviate this provability condition by writing 
TMr3!y<tA(x,y).6 
‘Consider, for instance, the rule Xf-L,R, an obvious generalization of the rule stated below, 
where (tl, appears in place of Iltll. Here (tl,,, indicates m applications of the length function. 
61f T is a recursively axiomatized theory of bounded arithmetic like Si or TNC, then for 
Pt-formulas Parikh’s theorem states that T t Vx 3y A(x, y) implies the existence of a term t such that 
T 1V.x 3y < tA(x, y). See [4, p. 831 for a proof-theoretic proof and [7, Fact 4, p. 1271 for a trivial 
model-theoretic proof. 
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Note that if f is Zt-definable in T with language L, then 
T 1 ‘ix, y(lA(x, y) = 3x (2 #Y A A@, z))), 
and so the relation f(x) = y and its negation f(x) # y are both 2:. 
For the language L of this paper, in [4] is shown that a relation Xc N“ is 
nondeterministic polynomial-time recognizable iff X is represented by a Et- 
formula in N; i.e., there is a Zt-formula A such that X = {n E N: N LA(n)}. Thus 
for the language of this paper, ZF-definable functions have NP graphs. Depend- 
ing on the strength of the theory,7 these functions lie in (presumably) different 
complexity classes. Functions Z?-definable in the theory Th(N) of true arithmetic 
are exactly those which are in the polynomial-time closure of NP fl co-NP (use 
binary search). Functions Z!-definable in the theory S: are exactly those which 
are computable in sequential polynomial time [4]. Functions Zi-definable in the 
theory TNC are exactly those which are computable in parallel polylogarithmic 
time (main result of this paper). 
Let BASIC consist of the basic open formulas of [4], together with 
(1) truncate@, 0) =x, 
(2) truncate(x, Sy) = truncate@, y) div 2. 
(We use the notation x div 2 for [x/2] for typographical reasons.) 
In [4], S: is defined to be a theory in Gentzen sequent calculus whose initial 
sequents are the formulas of BASIC (with the exception of (l), (2)) and whose 
rules of inference are the structural, logical, propositional and quantifier and cut 
rules together with the rule of Zt-LIND (which we call logarithmic induction) 
given by 
A@, x), I- -+ A(n + 1, x), A 
A(% x), r + A(ltl, x), A ’ 
where A(n, x) is Z;, n is the eigenvuriuble and does not appear in the lower 
sequent, and t is any term. 
In the theory BASIC, we can prove the existence and uniqueness conditions for 
the functions x mod 2 and bit(x, i) as defined by 
xmod2=y iff (y=OAx=xdiv2+xdiv2) 
v ( y = 1 A x = S(x div 2 + x div 2))) 
bit(x, i) = truncate(x, i) mod 2. 
We will thus freely use x mod 2 and bit in future formulas. The extension&y 
axiom is given by 
(Ix] = ]y] A Vi < Ix] (bit(x, i) = bit(y, i))) IX =y (extensionality). 
’ Usually measured by the amount of induction. 
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_Zf-L-JND is the rule 
A(n, x), l- --, A(n + 1, x), A 
NO, ~1, r --, Nlltll, XL A ’ 
where A(n, x) is 2’ 1, n is the eigenvariable and does not appear in the lower 
sequent, and t is any term and lltll = I(ltl)l. We sometimes call this the 
bilogarithmic induction rule. 
@-SEP is the rule 
r + A(i, x) v B(i, x), A 
r+ 3y<2+ (l#t) Vi< It\ ((A(& x) v bit(y, i) =0) A (B(i, x) v bit(y, i) = l)), A 
where A, B are 2: and t is any term, possibly involving the free variables of A, 
B, r, A other than i. The variable i is the eigenvuriable of the rule and may not 
appear free in the lower sequent. The above rule allows the weak separation of 
two disjoint n;-sets. Indeed, suppose that C and D are two disjoint IIt-sets and 
that A (respectively, B) is the complement of C (respectively 0). Then the rule 
guarantees the existence of an integer y of length polynomial in the length of the 
free variables other than i such that {i < Itl: bit(y, i) = 0} contains C and is 
disjoint from D. Our principal use of the separation rule is to prove a weak form 
of A:-comprehension given by 
Vi (A(i, x) =-B(i, x)) 3 3y < 2 . (1 #n) Vi < Inl’(A(i, x) = bit(y, i) = l), 
where A, B are Zt-formulas. Note as well that in the presence of the 
extensionality axiom, the above y in the comprehension axiom is uniquely 
defined. 
The theory TNC, formulated using Gentzen sequent calculus, has as initial 
sequents all of the formulas of BASIC and extensionality and as rules the 23 
structural, logical propositional and quantifier and cut rules together with the 
rules _X;-LJND and ni-SEP. The theory TNC could have been formulated as a 
first-order theory in the predicate calculus having as axioms those formulas of 
BASIC and extensionality together with the two axiom schemes Zf-L,INDA and 
I$‘-SEPA where ET-LJNDA is the axiom scheme 
(A(% X) A Vn (A@, x) IA(n + I, x))) =Vn (A llnll, x)), 
where A(n, x) is 2: and I7:-SEPA is the axiom scheme 
Vi (A(i, x) v B(i, x)) I Vn 3y < 2. (1 #n) Vi < InI 
((A(i, x) v bit(y, i) = 0) A (B(i, X) v bit(y, i) = l)), 
where A(n, x) and B(n, X) are 2;. 
It is not hard to see that the two systems are equivalent. We leave as an 
exercise to the reader the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.12. Every theorem of TNC is a theorem of Si; i.e., Si t TNC. 
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Suppose that f is Et-definable in TNC and let TNC(f) be the theory obtained 
from TNC by adjoining the new function symbol f to the language and by adding 
the defining axiom for f together with the rules X;-LJND(f) and IIf-SEP(f) in 
the extended language. Then it is easy to see that TNC(f) is a conservative 
extension of TNC. Thus w can introduce certain new function symbols in a 
conservative extension of TNC by proving the existence and uniqueness condi- 
tions for the functions. Concatenation, cond, 2’“‘, modified subtraction and other 
simple functions may be freely used in what follows. Here are some sample 
defining equations: 
x*y =2’Y’ .x+y=(l#y)*x+y, 2’“’ = 1 #x , 
cond(x,y,z)=w iff ((x=O~w=y)v(x=1~w=z)), 
flip(x)=y iff lyl < 1x1 A Vi< 1x1 ((bit(x, i) =O~bit(y, i)= 1) 
A (bit(x, i) = 1 =I bit(y, i) = 0)), 
X<Y iff xsy Al(X=y), 
K,(X,y)=Z iff (XdyAZ=o)V(l(Xcy)AZ=l), 
K<(X,y)=Z iff (X<yAZ=o)V(~(X<y)AZ=1), 
k(X,y)=Z iff (X=yAZ=o)V(l(X=y)AZ=l), 
K,(X,y)=Z iff (l(X=y)AZ=o)V(X=yAZ=l), 
x - y = cond(K,(x, y), 0, flip(2’“’ + flip(x) + y)), 
i.e., use the trick of twos complement and addition, 
weak-power@, y) = truncate(1 #y, IyJ -x), 
max(x, Y) = cond(K&, y), Y, x), 
power-of-two(x) = cond(K,(x, 2’“’ div 2)) 0, 1)) 
LPGTE(x) = cond(power-of-two(x), x, 29, 
i.e., LPGTE(x) is the least power of 2 which is greater than or equal to x, 
x div-powery = cond(power-of-two(y), truncate(x, Jyl - l), 0), 
x mod-power y = x - y . (x div-power y). 
We will tacitly identify predicates A(x) with their characteristic functions 
defined by cA(x) = 0 if A(x), else 1. Note that if x < 1 y 1, then weak-power 
(x, y) = 2”, else 2 W’ Thus we can write expressions like 2’“’ div2-1 as abbreviations .
for weak-power(lx1 div 2, x) div 2, etc. In the definition of flip(x), note the use 
of the separation rule for the proof of existence, and extensionality for the proof 
of uniqueness. Note that x div-powery is 0 if y is not a power of 2, and otherwise 
[x/y]. For arbitrary x, y, the function integer division [x/y] is in NC, though this 
is not trivial to show. (It is still an open problem whether integer division is in 
ALogTIME or even in LogSpace.) With additional work, one could directly show 
that integer division is ZT-definable in TNC, though this follows of course from 
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the Main Theorem. We have chosen the more expedient version given by 
x div-power y. 
To show that certain functions are JZt-definable in the theory TNC, we need to 
describe how sequences are encoded. Let ‘pair’ be a function encoding ordered 
pairs of integers by 
pair@, y ) = 2 f (1 # max(x, y )) * (( 1 # max(x, y )) + y ) + (1 # max(x, y )) + x. 
Letting the base B be 2’““““~ Y)‘+l, and g,(x, y) = 2’max(x,y)’ + x and g2(x, y) = 
21m”“‘“~ y)t+ y, we have that pair(x, y) = g,(x, y) . B + gl(x, y). Let DMSB(x) = 
x - (( 1 #x) div 2). Thus DMSB(x) = x - 21X’-1 and has the effect of deleting the 
most significant bit in the binary representation of x. We define 
left(s) = DMSB(s - (2’“’ div2) . truncate(s, IsI div 2)), 
right(s) = DMSB(truncate(s, IsI div 2)). 
With these definitions, it is clear that left(pair(x, y)) = x and right(pair(x, y)) = y. 
We define the one-place predicate is-a-pair(s) by 
is-a-pair(s) iff (IsI mod 2 = 0) A (bit@, IsI div 2 - 1) = 1). 
Clearly, if is-a-pair(s), then s = pair(left(s), right(s)), so pair is a bijection from 
N X N onto {s: is-a-pair(s)}. 
Example. Suppose that x = 2 and y = 9. Then the binary representation of x 
(respectively, y) is 10 (respectively, 1001) and Imax(x, y)( = 4. Thus pair(2,9) = 
1100110010. 
Out intent is to define the sequence number (a,, . . . , a,_,) encoding the 
sequence (ao, . . . , a,_,) by taking m = LPGTE(lmax{ai: i < n}l + 1) and base 
b = 2” and setting (ao, . . . , a,_,) to be pair(s, b) where 
s = x (2”-’ + ui) * b’ = c (b div 2 + ai) . b’. 
i<n i<n 
Decoding is then easy, for ui is just DMSB applied to the coefficient of 6’. 
Formally, 
decode@, b, i) 
= DMSB(truncate(s, i . (161 - 1)) - b * truncate@, (i + 1) * (lb1 - 1))). 
For technical reasons (to allow x div-power (m), we require m = lb1 - 1 to be a 
power of 2. 
Examples. The number 3 with binary representation 11 encodes the empty 
sequence ( ). The number 62 with binary representation 111110 = pair(3,2) 
encodes the sequence (0,O). To encode the sequence (0, 1,2), we have 
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Imax{ai: i < n}l = 2, m = LPGTE(2 + 1) = 4, b = 24, s is the number whose binary 
representation is 101010011000, so (0, 1,2) = pair(s, b), a number of length 26. 
We define the two-place codes-a-sequence by the following. 
codes-a-sequence@, b) iff (s = 0 A b = 0) v ((i) A (ii) A (iii) A (iv)), 
where 
(i) (0 < b) A (b = 21b’ div 2) A (lb1 - 1 = 21b’-’ div2), i.e., b and Ibl - 1 are 
powers of 2. 
Temporary letting m abbreviate Ibl - 1, 
(ii) 3 < IsI (i . m = IsI), i.e., IsI is a multiple of m, 
(iii) Vi < (sl (truncate@, i . m) # 0 I> bit(s, (i + 1) . m - 1) = l), 
(iv) 3 < IsI (Idecode(s, b, i)l > m div 2). 
By (ii), the binary representation of s is composed of Isllm many blocks. By 
(iii), each of these blocks represents an integer of the form 2”-’ + aj, with 
lail <m. By (iv), one of these blocks is of the form 2m-’ + Ui, where m div 2 < 
Iail, and hence m = LPGTE(max{lail: i<n} + 1) = LPGTE(lmax{ai: i<n}l+ 1). 
By (i), b is a power of 2, and so with (iii) and (iv) there are unique pairs (s, b) 
for different sequences. Thus there is a bijection between the collection N’” of 
all finite sequences of integers and {(s, b): codes-a-sequence(s, b)}. This is of 
importance in the uniqueness proofs for Zf-definable functions. Furthermore, by 
(i), m = lb1 - 1 is a power of 2 and so we can use x div-power m to define [x/m] 
and x mod m. 
We define the one-place predicate Seq by 
Seq(t) iff is-a-pair(t) A codes-a-sequence(left(t), right(t)). 
Let 
/3(t, i) = cond(Seq(t), decode(left(t), right(t), i), 0). 
Finally, let length(t, len) be the 2-place predicate which holds iff Seq(t) A 
[left(t)1 = len . Iright(t)l. 
We remark that the above development of sequence numbers is different from 
that in [4], although it is somewhat related to the notion of profosequence 
introduced there. This encoding technique is introduced to allow proofs of 
existence and uniqueness in the theory TNC, whose axioms are presumably 
weaker than those of S:. 
Because our encoding of sequences requires us to compute maximum values of 
a ‘small’ set, we need the following important lemma. 
Lemma 1.13. Suppose that g(i, x) is 2$-definable in TNC and in NC. Suppose that 
the predicate P(i, x) is At-definable in TNC and in NC. Then the function 
f (n, x) = max{g(i, x): i G InI A P(i, x)} is 2:-definable in TNC and in NC. 
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Proof. By the ‘tournament’ method one can find the maximum of N many N-bit 
numbers in NC (see [2, p. 3691 for a PRAM program). In fact, one can find the 
desired maximum in log-space. Formalizing Borodin’s trick for showing that 
LogSpace E NC2 in [3], we show that there is an NC function 
f(n, c) = max{g(i, x): i G llzl A P(i, x)}, 
where TNC proves 
vi =5 lnl (P(i, x) = (g(i, x) c.0, x))) 
A 3i 6 InI (P(i, X) A (g(i, X) =f(n, X))). 
For notational simplicity, we omit the predicate P(i, x). The reader should have 
no difficulty incorporating it. 
Let B(x, y, n, X) be the formula 
(left(x) G InI A left(y). I I < n A right(x) =G 112) A right(y) c ]nl) 
A (x = y v [left(y) = left(x) + 1 A right(y) 
= cond(L(g(right(x), x), g(left(y), x)), left(y), right(x))]). 
Let A(a, n, x) be the formula 
Ial = 24 llnll+6 + 1 A bit(a, 24 llnll+6) = 1 
A Vrn < z4 lln11+6 ((b’t( 1 a, m) = 1) = (is-a-pair)(m) A Irnl = 4 llnll + 6 
A B(left(m), right(m), n, x)). 
By separation, let a satisfy the formula A(a, n, x). Then a encodes a Boolean 
matrix 
M = (Q), where i, j < Iltl, 
and where 
a,,j = I iff (i = j) v (i = pair(i,, ii) A j = pair(j”, jl) A j. = i. -I- 1 
A (if g(j,,) G g(ii), then jl = ii, else j, = jo)). 
Note the important property of M that 
if g(i,) = max{g(k, x): k c i,,}, then g(jl) = max{g(k, x): k S~O}. 
We define a function h which computes (the encoding of) the modified matrix 
product used in Warshall’s algorithm for finding the transitive closure of a 
relation by repeated squaring. Our idea is that if the integer a encodes the matrix 
M = (u,,~), where 0 c i, j G m, then provided that 2 * m + 2 s Inl, we have that 
h(u, m, n, x) = b encodes the matrix N = (b,j), where 0 s i, j cm, and 6i.j = 
max{u,,, - u~,~: 0 c k s m}. Let C(r) be 
is-a-pair(r) h is-a-pair(left(r)) A is-a-pair(right(r)) A left(left(r)) s m 
A left(right(r)) G m A right(left(r)) G m A right(right(r)) G m, 
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and let D(k) be 
is-a-pair(k) A left(k) s m A right(k) s m. 
Let 
h(a,m,n,x)=b iff (b=OA4*lm]+7>]]n]]) 
v [4. lrnl +7~ llnll A Ibl=24’lm1+6+ 1 A bit(b, 24”m1+6)=1 
A Vr < z4 ‘“‘+6(bit(b, r) = 1 = C(r) A %k < z2 P’+~ (D(k) 
A bit(a, pair(left(r), k)) . bit(a, pair(k, right(r)) = l)))]. 
Because of the bound on m, the above formula is equivalent to a sharply 
bounded formula in the extended language and hence to a Zt-formula in the 
language of TNC. Now define 
F(0, IZ, X) = a iff A(a, n, x), where A is as defined before, 
F(m + 1, fr, X) = h(F(m, n, x), 1121, 21n’lM, x), 
fo(n, x) = Wnll, n, xb 
Note that 2”“m can be written using # and that 4. llnl( + 7 s ]]2’““w]]. Using 
separation, extensionality and bilogarithmic induction, it follows that f0 is 
Z$‘-definable in TNC and by Corollary 1.10, one easily sees that f0 is in NC. Let 
us take stock of the current situation. The function h computes the encoding of 
the modified matrix product of a Boolean matrix with itself. We start with the 
encoding of the matrix A4 as defined above. The modified product M’“‘, obtained 
by computing M, M2, M4, . . . , Adz”“” and noticing that M2”“’ = Ml”‘, is of the form 
(c~,~) with 0 s i, j c In( where ci,j = 1 iff there is a ‘path’ from i to j. In other words, 
i = pair(i,, iJ A j = pair(jO, ji) 
A if g(il) = max{g(k, x): k G iO}, then g(jl) = max{g(k, x): k C jo}. 
The value f(n, X) we are looking for is that value y such that Cpair(O, oj, pair(lnl, yj = 1. 
To find the desired value y by separation we can find a value z such that 
(z] s (it] + 1 A Vi S llzl (bit(z, i) = bit(f,( n, x), pair(pair(0, 0), paWnI, 4))). 
Now let f(n, X) = ]z] - 1. Thus 
f(n, x) = max{g(i, x): i S InI}, 
and f is Zf-definable in TNC and in NC and 
TNC proves Vi C (nJ (g(i, x) Sf(n, x)) A 3 =S InI (g(i, x) =f(n, x)). 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 0 
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Corollary 1.14. Under the same hypotheses, one can form the ‘minimum’ of a 
‘small’ set. That is 
f (n, x) = min{g(i, x): i S InI A P(i, x)} 
is J$-definable in TNC and in NC. 
Proof. Let M(n, x) = max{g(i, x): i s In 1 A P(i, x)}. Then 
f (n, x) = Wn, x) - max{M(n, x) - g(i, x)): i S InI A P(i, x)}. Cl 
Our next concern is to define the function append((a,, . . . , ak), ak+l) = 
(a& . . . , ak+l ). To do this, we need first to define the function expand(s, b, c) = 
t such that if is-a-seq(s, b), power-of-two(c) and power-of-two()cl - 1) and if we 
temporarily write m = Ibl - 1 and k = Ic( - 1, then we have that 
s= c (2 Ibl-’ + ai) . bi, 
i<lsllm 
and that 
t = 2 (p-1 + a) - ci, 
and so 
t = C (21c+1 + ai) . 8. 
i<ltllk 
Assume that m = Ibl - 1, k = ICI - 1, is-a-seq(s, b), power-of-two(c) and power- 
of-two(k) hold. Using separation, find t satisfying 
ItI = @l/m) . k A Vi < (Isl/m) - k (bit(t, i) = cond(K,(i mod-power k, m), 
bit(s, m . (i div-power k) + i mod-power k), 0)). 
Using Pascal-like syntax, the following definition of expand(s, b, c) is perhaps a 
bit more readable. 
function expand(s, b, c: integer): integer; 
begin 
if is-a-seq(a, b) and power-of-two(c) and power-of-two((cl - 1) then 
begin 
m := Ibl - 1; k := ICI - 1; 
for i := 0 to ([xl/m) . k - 1 do 
if (i mod k < m) then 
bit(t, i) := bit(s, m * (i div k) + i mod k) 
else 
bit(t, i) := 0; 
expand := t 
end 
else 
expand : = 0 
end; 
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We can now define the function ‘append’ where append( (a,, . . . , ak), uk+J = 
(%, . . . , u~+~). In the interests of readability, we first give a definition in 
Pascal-like syntax. 
function append(r, a: integer): integer 
begin 
if Seq(r) then 
begin 
s := left(r); b := right(r); m := (bl - 1; 
if la( <m then 
append := pair((2”-’ + 1) .2’“’ + s, 6) 
else 
begin 
k := LPTGE(lal + 1); 
c := 2k; 
t := expand@, b, c); 
s’ := (2k-‘+ a) .2”’ + t; 




append : = 0 
end 
Note that k = LPTGE(lal + l), and k = Ic( - 1, so that ICI - 1 is a power of 2. 
It is easy to check that is-a-seq(s’, c) holds. From the above definitions, if 
r = (ao, . . . , ak> and a =ak+l, then pair@‘, c) = (a,, . . . , &+l). One should 
note that the definitions 2k, etc., can be made using weak-power. A formal 
definition is given by 
append(r, a) = cond(Seq(r), cond(K&(, Iright(r)l - l), 
pair((21right(‘)l-1 + a) . pftwl + left(r), right(r)), 
pair((2 L~oE(lal+l)--I + a) . 2 lexpand(s, b, ZLPGTE(IQI+‘))( 
+ expand@, b, 2LPTGE(101+1)), 2LPTGE(lol+1))), 0). 
We now have developed enough machinery to prove the principal result. 
Main Theorem 1.15. A function is in NC iff it is Zf-definable in TNC. 
Proof. In the direction from left to right, we use Theorem 1.9 to show by 
induction on the formation of NC functions that every function of NC is 
X:-definable in TNC. The initial functions are obviously J$-definable in TNC. 
Suppose that f (x1, . . . , x,) = h(go(xl, . . . , x,), . . . , g,_,(xl, . . . , x,)) and that 
by the induction hypothesis, there are Z’T-formulas H, GO, . . . , G,_i such that 
TNCtVxl,. . . ,x,3!yGj(xl,. . . ,x,,y), for i<n, 
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and 
TNctv1,. . . ,x, 3!yH(q,. . . ,x,,y). 
Then 
TNCk VI, . . f , %n 3!Y, yo, * * . , yn-1 (GO(Xlt . . . , &?I, yo) 
A’ . * * G-1(x1, . . . 9 %?I? Y,-I) A H(Yo, . * . , yn-1, y)). 
Now IZ is a fixed integer, so one can form the sequence number 
(Yo, . . . , yn_r, y). Hence, we have 
TNCkVXr,. . . ) x, 3!t (Seq(t) A length(t, n + 1) A Go(xl, . . . , x,, P(t, 0)) 
* . . . A Gn-1(x1, . . . , x,, B(f, n - 1)) 
A ff(Y,, . . . 9 Yn, m n))). 
Thus f is _Z:-definable in TNC. 
Now suppose that f is obtained by concatenation recursion on notation from g, 
ho, hl, where ho(n, x), hl(n, x) c 1 and which, by the induction hypothesis, are 
Zt-definable in TNC. Thus 
f(0, x) = &)J 
f(2n, X) = ~~~(,,Jf(n, x)), provided that IZ f 0, 
f(2n + 1, x) = +Z,(n,x)(f(% x)X 
Suppose that G, Ho, HI are the J$-graphs of g, ho, h, and that 
TNC k Vx 3!y G(x, y), 
TNC 1 Vn, x 3!y H&r, X, y), 
TNC k Vn, x 3!y H,(n, X, y). 
Temporarily, for typographical reasons, write s(x, y) instead of s*(y) where 
xc 1. Then 
f(n, x) = s(h, mod At runcate(n, l), x), f(truncate(n, l), x)) 
= s(h, ,od2(truncate(n, I), x), ht,,,,,te(n, 1) mod z 
(truncate(n, 2), x), f(truncate(n, 2) x)) 
. . . 
Fix it, x and let y = g(x). Then by the separation rule, there exists .z satisfying 
Izl s Inl+ IYI and bit(z, i) = bit(y, i) for i < (yl and bit(z, i + Iyl) = 
bit(hbit(n,ij(truncate(n, i + l), x), i) for i < Inl. By extensionality, such a value z is 
unique. Working through the definitions, we clearly have z =f(n, x). Thus by 
separation and extensionality, we have 
TNCt Vx, n 3!y, s, t, z (G(x, y) A Seq(s) A Seq(t) A length@, Inl) A length(t, Inl) 
A Vi < In( (H,(truncate(n, i + l), x, p(s, i)) 
A H,(truncate(n, i + l), x, /3(t, i))) 
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A Vi < lyl (bit(z, i) = bit(y, i)) 
A Vi < InI ((bit(n, i) = 0 3 bit(z, i + Iyl) = p(s, i)) 
A (bit(n, i) = 11 bit(z, i + Iyl) = /3(t, i))). 
Using pair, left, right we have that f is _E$-definable in TNC. 
Now suppose that f is obtained by W2BPR from g, h, k, r which, by the 
induction hypothesis, are -$-definable in TNC. Thus 
F(n + 1, X) = h(n, x, F(n, x)), 
f(n) xl= F(llkh XIII, ~1, 
where F(n, X) < r(n, x). Clearly, we may suppose that r is a simple composition 
of 0, S, (xl, x div2, +, *, #. Suppose that G, If, K, are the X:-graphs of g, h, k 
and that 
TNC k vx 3!y G(x, y), 
TNC t Vn, x, u 3!v H(n, x, 24, v), 
TNC 1 Vn, x 3!z K(n, x, 2). 
Let to, cr, f2 be terms built up from only 0, S, (xl, x div 2, + , -, # (where all free 
variables of to, tr and t2 are respectively among x and IZ, x and n, x, u) such that 
TNC k Vx, y (G(x, y) 3 y < to) A Vn, x, Y (K(nt x, Y) = Y < 6) 
A &I, X, U, 2 (H(TZ, X, u, 2) = 2 < 6). 
Such terms exist by Parikh’s theorem. As the functions 0, S, 1x1, x div 2, + , . , # 
are all monotonic, it follows that to, tr, t2 are monotonic increasing in their 
variables. Let A(n, x, y, z, s) be the formula given by 
G(x, y) A K(n, x, z) A Seq(s) A length(s, Ilzll + 1) A PCs, 0) = Y 
A Vi < Ilzll((j3(s, i + 1) < r(n, x)) A H(i, x, P(s, i), B(s, i + 1)) 
v (p(s, i + 1) = r(n, x)) 
A 32~ < t,(n, x, /3(s, i + 1)) [H(i, x, P(s, i), u) A r(n, x) 6 VI), 
and let B(n, x) be the ,$-formula 
3y < to(x) 3,~ < tr(n, x) 3s < 2(“=“+l). (‘r’+l)A(n, x, y, z, s). 
Then, using append and the separation rule, one can show that 
TNC I- vn, x (B(n, x) 3 B(n + 1, x)), 
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and hence by the induction rule, it follows that 
TNc 1 Vn, x (B(O, x) = B(Ilk(n, x)ll, x)). 
Finally, since g, h, k are $-definable in TNC, by extensionality, it follows that 
TNC t- Vn, x 3!y < to(x) 3!z < t,(n, x) 3!s < 2(“z”+1).(“‘+1) A(n, x, y, z, s). 
Thus f is Z;-definable in TNC. 
The direction from right to left follows the main lines of argument of the 
elegant and systematic proof-theoretic treatment in [4]. First, we mention that 
Buss shows that if A(n, x) is A:-definable in S: and g(x) is Et-definable in S:, 
then the function 
f(x) = the number of n < Ig(x)l satisfying A(n, x) 
is ZF-definable in S:. In particular, Buss’ definitions of Seq and of decoding 
function p(s, i) involve such counting functions, and so the Witness predicate is 
At-definable and hence polynomial-time computable (see [4, pp. 45-511 for 
discussion of sequence numbers and [4, pp. 86-891 for discussion of Witness 
predicate). While it is true that NC is closed under counting in the above form, 
and along the lines of the proof of Lemma 1.13, one could prove this in TNC, we 
have chosen a manner of encoding and decoding sequences which is obviously in 
NC and whose formal properties are easily provable in TNC. Following the 
definition on [4, pp. 86-871, we define the Witness predicate as follows.’ 
Definition 1.16. Suppose that A is a $-formula and x is a vector of free variables 
which includes all the variables free in A. By induction on the logical complexity 
of the formula A, we define a formula Witness,,, (w, x) which is At-definable in 
TNC. 
(1) If A is sharply bounded, then Witness,,,(w, x) iff A(r). 
(2) If A is B A C, then 
Witness&w, x) iff is-a-pair(w) A Witness&left(w), x) 
A Witness &right(w), x). 
(3) If A is B v C, then 
Witness,,,(w, x) iff is-a-pair(w) A (Witness+(left( w), x) 
v Witness&right(w), x)). 
(4) If A is not sharply bounded and A is Vi 6 It(x)] B(x, i), then 
Witness,,,(w, x) iff Seq(w) A length(w, It(x)\ + 1) 
A Vi < It(x)] Witness,,,,&l(w, i), x, i). 
‘This definition differs in an inessential manner from that of [4] in the use of left, right rather than 
B in C% (31, (9. 
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(5) If A is 3 =z t(x) B(x, i), then 
Witness,,,(w, X) iff is-a-pair(w) h (left(w) S t(x)) 
A Witness,,,,Jright(w), X, left(w)). 
(6) If A is not sharply bounded and A is 33, then by using logical prenex 
operations transform A into an equivalent formula A* which can be handled by 
one of the cases (l)-(5). Then Witness&w, X) iff Witness,*,,(w, x). 
Note that it is clear by our definition of sequence numbers that 
Witness,,,(w, X) is A;-definable in TNC and is an NC predicate. In fact, it is easy 
to see that Witness&w, X) is logspace computable, and even in ALogTIME. 
Claim. Suppose that TNC proves r, II+ A, A and each formula in r U A is a 
.Z’:-formula and each formula in II U A is a IIf-formula and that all free variables 
of the formulas in these cedents are among x. Let A, B be the 2;-formulas given by 
A if A {C: C E r} A /j {lD: D E A}, andBiff~{E:E~A}r\/j{~F:F~IT}. 
Then there is a function f which is 2:-definable in TNC such that 
(i) f is in NC and 
(ii) TNC proves Witness,,,(w, w) 3 Witness&f (w, x), x). 
Proof of Claim. By induction on the number of inferences in a free cut-free proof 
in TNC of F, 174 )L, A. 
Most of the cases are handled analogously as in [4] (though we have a different 
technique of encoding sequences and we at times need to use the separation and 
bilogarithmic induction rules in place of logarithmic induction to show that 
certain sequence numbers exist). The only cases needing discussion are (i) 
bilogarithmic induction, (ii) V s right, and (iii) separation. Bilogarithmic induc- 
tion is handled as Ilt(x)II many cuts and since NC is closed under composition and 
W,PR, it is straightforward to verify (i). For (ii), suppose that the last inference 
of the proof is 
a s ItI, r-, B(a), A 
l-*Vx s ItI B(x), A ’ 
where the eigenvariable a does not appear in any lower sequent. Let C(x, a) be 
(a s ItI A /jr) and 0(x, a) be (B(a) v V A). Let G(x) be A r and H(x) be 
(VX s ItI B(x) v v A) and J(x) be V A. Here, multiple conjunctions and 
disjunctions are assumed to associate from right to left, so for instance, 
A {A, B, C} means A A (B A C). By the induction hypothesis, there is a function 
g in NC such that 
TNC proves Witnessc,,,J w, X, a) = Witness,,,,,(g(w, X, a), X, a). 
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TNC proves Witnessc,,,,( w, x, a) 2 (Witness,,,,.(left(g(w, x, a)), x, 0) 
v Witness,,,(right(g(w, x, a)), x, a)). 
Let k(v, w, k) = cond(Witness,,,(u, x, a), 21, w). Let 
h(w, x, 0) = pair((left(g( w, x7 a))), right(g(w, x, a))), 
h(w, x, m + 1) = pair((left(g(w, x, 0)), . . . , left(g(w, x, m + l))), 
k(right(g(w, x, m + l)), right(h(w, x, m)), x)). 
Clearly, f(w, x) = h(w, x, Itl) is the desired witnessing function. However, we do 
not have logarithmic induction in order to show that f is ZF-definable in TNC. 
Part of the difficulty lies in forming the sequence number 
(left(g(w, 0)), . . . , left(g(w, x, ItI))). This can be done using separation, if one 
can find the maximum of {left(g(w, x, 0)) . . . , left(g(w, x, Ill))}. By Lemma 
1.13, there is an NC function 
mma&(w, x) = max{left(g(w, x, 0)) . . . , left(g(w, x, Id))19 
where 
TNC proves Vy c ItI (left(g(w, x, y)) s mmax,(w, x) 
A 3y S ItI (left(g(w, x, y) = mmal6(w, x))). 
Let m = LPGTE(lmmaG(w, x)1 + 1) and let b = 2”. By separation, let a be an 
integer satisfying Jai = (ItI + 1) . m such that 
Vi < (ItI + 1) + m (bit(u, i) = bit(left(g(w, x, i div-power m)), i mod-power m)). 
Then (left(g(w, x, 0)) . . . , left(g(w, x, ItI))) = pair(u, b). By Lemma 1.13, let 
mmaxr(w, x) = max{right(g( w, x, i)): is It( A Witness,,,(right(g(w, x, i)), x, i)}. 
Now, take f(w, x) = pair(pair(u, b), mmaxr(w, x)). From the definitions, it is 
clear that f is in NC and TNC proves 
WitnessG,Jw, x) I Witness,,,(f(w, x), x). 
Finally, concerning (iii), if the last inference is an application of the separation 
rule, then 
T-tA(i, x) v B(i, x), A 
r+ 3y < 2 . (1 #t) Vi < ItI ((A(i, x) v bit(y, i) = 0) A (B(i, x) v bit(y, i) = l)), A ’ 
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where i satisfies the eigenvariable condition. Let 
C(x) be A r, 
D(x, i) be A(i, x) v B(i, x), 
E(x) be V 4 
F(x, i) be D(x, i) v E(x), 
G(x) be 3y < 2”’ Vi < ItI ((A(i, x) v bit(y, i) = 0) A (B(i, x) v bit(y, i) = l)), 
H(x) be G(x) v E(x), 
.J(x, i, y) be A(i, x) v bit(y, i) = 0, 
K(x, i, y) be B(i, x) v bit(y, i) = 1. 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a functiong in NC such that 
TNC proves Witness&w, x) 3 (WitnessA,,,i(left(left(g(w, x, i)), x, i)) 
v Witness,,,,(right(left(g(w, x, i)), x, i))) 
v Witnes&right(g(w, x, i)), x)). 
Now use separation to define a function fo(n, x, w) such that 
fo(n, x, w) = InI + 1 A bit(h(n, x, w), InI) = 1 
A Vi < Jnl (bit(j&, x, w), i) = 1 
= WitneSS,,,,,(left(left(g(W, X, i)), x, i))). 
The function fo is in NC because one can define f, by CRN as follows: 
fi(0, x7 w> Y) = 1, 
fi(%(n), x, w, Y) = Sh(n,x,w,y) (fi(n, x, w, Y )), provided n f 0, 
fi(s,(n), x7 w, Y) =%(n,x,w,y)(fi(n9 x, w, Y)), 
where 
h(n, w, y) = cond(WitnessA,,,j(left(left(g(w, x, y - Inl)), x, y - In/)), 1, 0). 
Then 
fo(n, x, w) =fi(n, x, w> bl - 1). 
Next, let 
We = pair(pair(left(left(g(w, x, i))), 0), pair(right(left(g(w, x, i))), 0)). 
By the previous lemma, we can find 
mmax,(w, x) = max{lw;l: i < ItI}. 
By using separation and LPGTE(mmax,(w, x) + l), as before, we can find 
(wo, . . . , w,,,-I). 
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Then define 
gO(w, X) = max{right(g(w, X, i): i < ItI A 
Witness Aright(g(w, x, i)), x))), 
f(w, x) = pair(pairG(6 x, w), (wO, . . . , w,~,-~>), g,(w, x)). 
Working through the definitions, it is clear that TNC proves 
Witnes&w, X) 3 Witness&f(w, x), x). 
This concludes the proof of the claim, and hence of the main theorem. Cl 
Remark. One could have defined a hierarchy of theories Cl; (with C; = TNC) 
similar to S; by allowing bilogarithmic induction for Z$formulas (corresponding 
to the nth level of the Meyer-Stockmeyer polynomial-time hierarchy) and 
separation for flP,-formulas. However, one canltot simply generalize our argu- 
ment for TNC at higher levels, because NC does not obviously allow a form of 
‘binary search’. Specifically, the argument in [4, Case 4, pp. 92-931 is valid for .!$ 
(2sn) but not for CT (2 c n). For this reason, in this article, we did not 
investigate the theories C ‘;. However, it may be of interest to understand these 
theories better, in an attempt to separate parallel polylogarithmic time from 
sequential polynomial time. 
Concluding remarks to Part A 
We have given a ‘natural’ fragment of first-order Peano arithmetic whose 
provably recursive functions having NP graphs are exactly those functions in 
NC- i.e., computable in polylogarithmic time with a polynomial number of 
processors on a parallel random-access machine. It is an open question whether 
NC is properly contained in the class FP of polynomial-time computable 
functions. In particular, it is unknown whether modular power or computing the 
gcd of two integers is in NC. Perhaps applying proof-theoretic techniques, one 
can give partial answers to these open problems. For instance, TNC* be the 
subtheory of TNC obtained by removing the bilogarithmic induction rule. How 
much arithmetic can one do in TNC*? In particular, can one show that Fermat’s 
theorem 
if p is prime, then Vu <p (a #O-,ap-’ = 1 modp) 
is not provable in TNC*? This may be of interest because of the following 
observation. By formalizing Pratt’s proof that prim&y is in NP and applying [4], 
Wilkie and Wilmers 1211 have shown that the provability of Fermat’s theorem in 
Si implies that integer factorization is in polynomial time, something most experts 
regard as dubious. It appears clear that the provability of Fermat’s theorem in 
TNC implies that integer factorization is in NC, a most unlikely scenario. Thus 
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finding number-theoretic functions which are not Zf-definable in TNC* or not in 
the function class obtained by removing W2PR from Theorem 1.9 may be a 
manner of obtaining non-trivial lower bounds in complexity theory. 
2. Part B. Bounded arithmetic for ALogTIME, NL and L 
Buss [4] introduced systems S;, U: and Vi of bounded arithmetic which are 
closely related to A$’ in the polynomial hierarchy, PSPACE and EXPTIME, 
respectively. In this paper we introduce second-order systems of bounded 
arithmetic TPoL, Alog, SNlog, and Slog which are closely related to PTIME, 
ALogTIME, NL and L, respectively. We introduce TPoL in addition to S: since 
POL T , Alog, SN log and Slog have similar formulation and the differences among 
them provide us with logical comparison among PTIME, ALogTIME, NL and L. 
Though all the systems TpoL, Alog, SNlog and Slog are second-order systems, we 
also introduce a first-order system Bbg called the basic logarithmical system. 
Since BL”g is a common subsystem of TpoL, Alog, SNlog and Slog, the system is 
useful for the study of TPoL, Alog, SNlog and Slog. 
The systems Alog, SNlog and Slog are very awkward. However the awkwardness 
of these systems does not hinder from applying proof theory, e.g., free cut 
elimination, truth definition, etc. to these systems. Nevertheless it is our hope 
that these systems would be stepping stones for better systems. 
We use the terminology of [4]. 
2.1. The system Blog 
The language for Blog is obtained from the language of S, in [4] by eliminating 
# and by adding functions Bit(i, a), min, 2, x *y ( =x + 2’“’ . y) and Count 
whereCount(c)=kifc=2”‘+...+2”~andx’<.0.<x,. 
A first-order quantifier is said to be sharply bounded if it is either of the form 
Vx ~p(ltl) or 3x ~p(ltl) where p is a polynomial. A formula is said to be sharply 
bounded if all quantifiers in it are sharply bounded. We call the following form of 
induction by BIND 
A([$]), r-, A, A(a) 
A(O), I-4 A, A(t) ’ 
(In [4], BIND is called PIND.) If A( a is sharply bounded and f is sharply ) 
bounded, then such form of BIND is called sharply bounded logarithmic BIND 
denoted sharply bounded LBIND. That is, sharply bounded LBIND is of the 
form 
A([&]), I--, A, A(a) 
A(O), r+ A> NPW) ’ 
where A(a) is sharply bounded and p is a polynomial. 
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We denote ]ltll by I&. If t is a sequence of terms, say t’, . . . , fk, then 
It] = If’] + - * - + I&( and ltlz = lltll = It’], + - - - + It&. A term of the form c lltll + c 
is called bilogarithmic term. By sharply bounded bilogarithmic induction denoted 
by sharply bounded BLIND, we mean induction of the following form: 
A(a), I--, A, A(a + 1) 
A(O), r+ A, A(c lltll + c) ’ 
where A(a) is sharply bounded and c is a numeral. 
The system Bbg consists of the following initial sequents and inferences. 
(1) An initial sequent is either a logical axioms of =, 6, and functions of the 
system. All initial sequents have no logical symbols. 
(2) Inferences of LKB in [4]. 
(3) Sharply bounded BLIND. 
The system BL”g is obtained from Blog by eliminating sharply bounded BLIND 
and adding sharply bounded LBIND. 
We shall show that Blog and BLOg are equivalent. 
Proposition 2.1. Any sequent which is provable in Blog is provable in BLOg. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
A(0) A Vx (A(x) ZJ A(x + 1)) =) A(c IJtl( + c) (2.1) 
is provable in Bhg where A(a) is sharply bounded and c is a numeral. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume c (]tlJ + c = Ip(lfl)l, where p is a polynomial. 
Define B(x) to be A(lxl). Then B(0) A Vx (B([$]) 1 B(x)) 1 B(p(Jfl)) is prov- 
able in Bbg and this implies (2.1) immediately. Cl 
Definition 2.2. Let A be sharply bounded and p be a polynomial. Let 
and 
Blog k 3x 3y sp(lfl) A@, y) 
B’og~VxVyVz(A(x,y)~A(x,z)=,y=z). 
Then we say that Blog can define the function f such that Vx A@, f(x)) is satisfied. 
As in [4, 92.31, we can introduce the B’Og-definable function in B’Og without 
changing B log So as in [4,§2.4], we can introduce the following functions and . 
predicates in B’Og, where p denotes an arbitrary polynomial, and n is a numeral: 
2m’nCn lltll+n,b) 9 
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(we use the fact that a L b is a function in B’Og); 
Decomp(p(lt0, 6, c, d), 
LSP(p(ltl), b)> 
MSP(p(lQ, 6). 
Proposition 2.3. Any sequent which is provable in BLOg is provable in B’Og. 
Proof. We compare this by following the proof of [4, 02.6, Theorem 111 by using 
MSP(a, (al L u). 
We continue the list of predicates and functions which we can introduce in Bog: 
QuoRem(pW), 6, c, 4, 
[p Wlbl, b IPW 
Even(a), Odd(a), Comma(b, a), Digit(b, a), 
PSqSL(a, b, c), ProtoSize(a), ProtoLen(a), ProtoSeq(a), 
Proto@@, P(M)>, If2 6 IP( A(z, a), 
#z c n j]all + n A(z, a). 
For the proof on the last two functions, we follow the proof of [4, §2.5, 
Theorem 71 by defining g(p Ial, a). Then we use Count in the place of Numones: 
h(a) = min{t(a, Y) I Y s n llall + n), 
f&J = m=Na Y) I Y s n IMI + n>, 
X(a)=w~n llall + nA(y, a>- 
Here we use Bit(i, a) and Count: 
Substring(pW i, i), Len(p(lW~ DecoWW)h 
Encodes StaWi, P(M)), End/W, POI>), 
B(i, ~(ltl)h SWp(W, P(W) * *b, 
PW) * *P(bl), Subseq(pW i, i), 
UniqSeqMlW. 0 
Proposition 2.4. Every sharply bounded formula in Blog is in ALogTIME. 
Proof. Since all the functions in B“‘a are in ALogTIME and ALogTIME is closed 
under ALogTIME reduction as is shown in [4, Theorem 41, the proposition holds 
for all atomic formulas. It is also obvious that ALogTIME is closed under 
propositional connectives. Therefore it suffices to show the proposition in the case 
that the formula is of the form 3x ~p((t()A(x, a) and A(b, a) is ALogTIME. 
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ATM N guesses existentially b ~p(ltl) and recognizes A(b, a). It needs only 
extra logtime for existentially guess for b ~p(lrj). 0 
Corollary 2.5. Every sharply bounded formula with definable functions in B“‘g is 
in ALogTIME . 
2.2. The system TPoL 
The language for TPoL is obtained from the language of BLog by introducing 
second-order variables. A k-placed second-order variable in TPoL is of the form 
&l(“‘)S I P*(“‘), where pl, . . . , pk are polynomials. If tl, . . . , tk are terms, then 
apl(lrl), 1 Prw 
(tl, . . . , tk) is a formula. The intended meaning of 
&l(lrl)* 1 Pdlkl) 
(h, . . * , tk) is tl Spl(ltl) h * * * h tk Sp&tl) A cu(tl, . . . , tk). We 
denote &l(lrl), I Pr(lU) 
(Sl, . f * , sk) by a”““)(jsl). We also use (Y*, fi*, . . . to 
denote second-order variables without specifying p( ItI). 
A formula in the language of TPoL is said to be sharply bounded if all the 
first-order quantifiers in it are sharply bounded and no second-order quantifiers 
occur in it. 
Delinition 2.6. Classes of formulas ,$j” and fl:jw are inductively defined as 
follows. 
(1) A sharply bounded formula is in _Z:,“’ and n:~“‘. 
(2) If A and B belong to Z:*“‘, then A A B and A v B belong to Z:,“‘. 
(3) If A and B belong to n:pw, then A A B and A v B belong to @‘“. 
(4) If A is in Z:l” and B is in n:jw, then A 3 B and iA belong to JT:,“‘. 
(5) If A is in nip”’ and B is in JZiSw, then A 3 B and 1A belong to Z:,“‘. 
(6) If A(a) belongs to Z t,“‘, then Vx ~p(ltl) A(x) and 3x ~p(lfl) A(x) belong 
to #W, where p is a polynomial. 
(7) If A(a) belongs to n:,“‘, then Vx ~p(ltl)A(x) and 3x Gp(lfl)A(x) belong 
to n:,w, where p is a polynomial. 
(8) If A(&“‘)) belongs to _Xiew, then Br#P”“’ A(@“““) belongs to Z:Sw. 
(9) If A(&‘(“‘)) belongs to n:,“‘, then V@“” A( c#@““) belongs to Hi,“‘. 
(10) Every formula in Z:lw or II:,“’ is obtained by (l)-(9). 
The system TpoL is obtained from B log by adding the following sequents and 
inferences. 
(1) Initial sequent of the form 
d’(l”)(lsl) --+ si spi(lfl), is k, 
where p(lcl) and IsI are of the form pl(lfl), . . . ,p&l) and sl, . . . , sk, 
respectively. 
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(2) Inferences on second-order quantifiers: 
F( a”““‘), l-- A 
3v (It’) Q#,P”“‘), r+ A ’ 
r+ A, F(aP(“‘)) 
r_, A, V#@‘) F( @““I’) ’ 
(3 left) 
(3 right) 
In these two inferences, the lower sequent does not have any occurrence of &“‘). 
F(V), I---, A 
Vv(“‘) F( @“““), r+ A ’ 
r+ A, F(V) 
r+ A, 3 c##“‘) I;( @“““) ’ 
(V left) 
(3 right) 
In these two inferences V is a sharply bounded abstract of the form 
ifp(ltl) is of the form j7i(lfl), . . . , pk(ltl). 
(3) xZ;+‘-LIND: 
A(a), I’+- A, A@ + 1) 
A(O), r+ A> AMl4)) . 
where A(a) is in Z:,“‘, a satisfies the eigenvariable condition, and p is a 
polynomial. 
A formula A is said to be in A:,“’ with respect to TPoL if there are formulas 
B E Zf”’ and C E II:,“’ such that A e B and B c, C are provable in TpoL. 
We introduce a system TpoL. The language of TpoL is obtained from the 
language of TPoL by introducing function variables of the form kp(“‘);q@‘), 
rycltl); Il(lSl) . . , where p is a sequence of polynomials and q is a polynomial. If u 
is a sequence of terms whose length is the same as the length of p(ltl), then 
3cpCIrI); q(ISI)(u) is a term. 2:~” and fit,- are similar as in the definition of Zi,“’ and 
#‘” and also by replacing (8) and (9) by the following (8) and (9). 
(8) If A(aP(“‘)) and B(AP(“‘);4”“‘)) belong to s:,“‘, then 3@‘(“” (Ap(“‘)) and 
3AP(t’);4(‘S’)B(IrP(“‘);4(‘S’)) belong to ~;+‘. 
(9) If A(aP(“‘)) and B(~p-p(“‘)iq(‘s’)) belong to fi:,“‘, then V@““A(~(“‘)) and 
VAP(“‘,; d’s’)B@P(‘r’); d’s’)) belong to fi;?‘.. 
The definition of sharply bounded formula in TpoL is the same as the 
definition in TpoL. The system TpoL is obtained from TPoL by adding the 
following sequents and inferences. 
(1) Initial sequents of the following two forms: 
-+si <pj(ltl), ~p(“‘)iq(““)(l~I) = 0, i s k, 
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and 
where p(lt]) and ]sI are of the form ~i(ltl), . . . ,p&tl) and sl, . . . , Sk, 
respectively. 
(2) Inferences on function variable quantifiers: 
r+ A, F( <P(‘jlh dis’) 1, 
r+, A 
7 
,,K”‘i’; dlsi) F(AP(iji); db’)) . 
(3 left) 
(V right) 
In these two inferences, the lower sequent has no occurrence of cP;p(“‘);q(‘s’). 
F(U), I’+A 
V~P(ljl)W(l~i)~(V), r-, A ’ 
I-+ A, F(U) 
r-, A, ZJ)LP”“‘; did F(V) . 
In these two inferences, U is of the form 
{Y> ((Y ~PW) v x = 0) A (Y ~~(lfl) = 3~ s 4lsl) 4x, Y))), 
and V is of the form {y}A(AP(“‘)‘4(iSi)(y), y), y ~p(lfl) is y1 ~,o~(ltl) A 
p&fl), and A is sharply bounded. 
(3) J?:J-LIND: 
A(a), I-+ A, A(a + 1) 





where A(a) is in zi*“‘, a satisfies the eigenvariable condition and p is a 
polynomial. 
In the same way as in [4, $9.31, it can be proved that TpoL is a conservative 
extension of TPoL and that a TtS w- formula without free function variables can be 
translated in a formula in Z:,“‘. 
The following theorem is proved by rewriting the proof of [4, 910.1, Theorem 
11. 
Theorem 2.7. Let Z’(u) be u predicate in PTIME. Then P(u) i.s in A:,“’ with 
respect to TpoL. 
Proof. It suffices to show that P(u) is in A:,“’ with respect to T’““. Let M be a 
single-tape Turing machine which runs in time less than q(lul) for each input a, 
where q is a polynomial. Let the alphabet of A4 be r where the cardinality ]rl of 
Tis at least 3, and suppose that the symbols ‘b’, ‘0’ and ‘1’ are included in r. Let 
the states of M be q,,, . . . , qN with qO the initial state and with q1 the accepting 
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state. We let $ be a new symbol not in r. We assign arbitrarily Godel numbers to 
the states qi, the symbols in r and to ‘$‘: we denote these Godel numbers by 
[qi], lb], [$I, etc. Let n be the maximum number used as a Godel number. 
Define r(la]) to be equal to q(lal) + lu( + 2 andp(]a]) to be equal to r(lal) * q(lal). 
An ID is an encoding of state of M and is a sequence 
where each yi is in r and qi is the current state of M, the current type head 
. . . 
position is at yk+i, and the $3 denote the immovable ends of the tape. To encode 
ID’s of M in TpoL, we shall use <p(‘“‘);n. 
Let Next&, ~2, a3, a4, b) be a predicate which is true when a,, u2, u3, u4 
codes form consecutive values of an ID for M and b is the value which replaces as 
in the next ID of M. It is easy to see that Next, is sharply bounded. 
We code the run of M on input a by a function cp-p(‘a’);n such that for all 
j <p(]ul), (;p++ (j) is equal to the (Rem(j, r(lul) + 1))th number in the 
([j/r(]ul)] + 1)th ID of the run of M on input a. Since j sp(lu(), Rem(j, r(lu]) + 
1) and [j/r(lu])] + 1 can be defined in BLg. So we can use them as if they are 
originally included in TpoL. 
Accordingly, we can define a sharply bounded predicate Init,,,($(“‘);“, a) which 
asserts that the value of CP(‘.‘);” for i < r(lu1) codes the ID of the initial state with 
the input a. 
We can also define Run,( cp.p(‘a’);n, i, a) to mean that $@‘);” codes i steps of the 
running of M(u). Then it is easy to see that 
Tpor t ZJ~P”““;” RUnM(AP(‘@‘b, 0, u) 
T ^poL ‘_ 3#‘““;” RUnM()LP(ldh, b, u) 3 ZJ3Lp(‘+J RUnM(AP(‘d;n, b + 1, a)_ 
Then, by an application of e:3”-IND, 
T ^poL ‘_ IJ~Ph’h RUnM(kP(‘@hn, q(lul), a)_ 
Furthermore, the uniqueness condition is also provable, so 
T ^ ‘OL k Run,( cPcn’);“, i a) A Run,& Oo(‘@)Cn, i, a) 
3 Vy Sp(lul) (y < (i + 1) . y(lul) 3 ~p”“l);“(y) = Op(l”l);n(y)). 
Therefore ‘q(luJ)th step of M is an accepting state’ is in A:,“’ with respect to 
f.POL 
. 0 
Theorem 2.8. A predicate P(u) is in PTIME iff it is in Ai,” with respect o TpoL. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, it suffices to show that P(u) is in FTIME if it is in A$” 
with respect to TpoL. By expressing v (“‘)P by a sequence number with length 
P(lfl) + 1, one can translate a Z:3”-formula into a Z:Fb-formula in Si. It is also 
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easily seen that a provable sequent in TPoL will be translated into a provable 
sequent in S:. Therefore a A:S“‘-predicate in TPoL is a Aipb-predicate in S:. By [4, 
95.3, Corollary lo], a A:,“-predicate in TPoL is in PTIME. •i 
3. The system Ah 
The language of Alog is the same with the language of Tpo’. Before we give a 
precise definition of the system A log let us consider to express a predicate in ,
ALogTIME. Let M = (k, Q, 2, r, 6, qo, g) be an ATM (alternating Turing 
machine), where k is the number of work tapes, Q is a finite set of states, ,Y is a 
finite input alphabet with an endmaker, r is a finite work tape alphabet with a 
blank symbol, 6 is the next move relation, q. E Q is the initial state, and 
~:Q-+{A, v, accept}. 
With a certain coding, we may assume the following conditions on M. 
(1) Z consists of 0 and 1. 
(2) Q = {qo, . . . , q,} and qo, . . . , qr are numerals. 
(3) F = {co, Cl, . . * 7 c,}, where co = 0, c1 = 1 and ca, . . . , c, are numerals. 
(4) Q is a distinct union of Q ,,Qv and Q,. 
Let a be an input, i.e., a = Cisrln, 2’1, where l i is either 0 or 1 and a expresses 
, E,~,-~. We introduce aP(la’)(n, q, bI , . . . , bk, nI, . . . , nk) to express that 
;,“I b;, . . . , bk, nl, . . . , n,J is a possible configuration of M at an nth step, where 
q is a state, b,. is the content of the ith tape, and ni is the position of the hiad in 
the ith tape. We assume that bl expresses a sequence of 0 and 1 and 
n 6 c llall + c, where c is a numeral. p(lal) is defined so that pi(lal) is a bound of 
the content of the ith tape provided that n s c Ilu I( + c. 
Let (q’, b;, . . . , b;, n;, . . . , n;) express a possible configuration of M at an 
(n + 1)-step which is obtained by 6 from a configuration expressed by 
(4, bl, . . . , h, nl, . . . , nd. 
We use bI to read the b,th input symbol. Therefore Bit(b,, a) = 0 and 
Bit(bl, a) = 1 are involved to get q’, b;, . . . , b;, n;, . . . , n;. n] is either ni + 1 or 
ni - 1. Therefore ni = ni + 1 and ni = ni - 1 are also involved. The role of q is 
decided by the predicates q = qo, . . . , q = qr. Therefore q’ = qo, . . . , q’ = qr, 
q=qo,..., q = q1 are all possible involvements of q and q’. 
Now consider the relation among bi, bf and ni. bl is obtained from bi by 
replacing the nith symbol in bi by some cj. cj must be 0 or 1 if i = 1. This relation 
is denoted by S(bi, b,!, ni, cj), which is easily written by using definable functions 
in B’Og provided that bi, bl ~p~((u(). 
A predicate P(u, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) is said to be a transition formula if it is of 
the form 
A A A S(bj, bl, ni, cj) A Q(6 4, 6, n, q’, b’, n’), 
1 i 
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where Q(u, q, 6, n, q’, b’, n’) is obtained by propositional connectives from 
Bit(b,, a) = 0, Bit(br, a) = 1, nl = nj + 1, nf = ni - 1, i = 1, . . . , k, q = qi, q’ = qi 
i=l . * , 1. S(bi, bi, Q, Cj), i = 1, . . . , k, j = 0, . . . , m, with Cj = 0, 1 when 
i = 1: *Then ‘a configuration (q’, b’, n’) is obtained by 6 from (q, 6, n)’ can be 
expressed by a transition formula. 
On the other hand, let P(a, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) be a transition formula. Then we 
can easily find at ATM M such that P(a, q, b, n, q’, n’) is equivalent to the 
statement hat (q’, b’, n’) is obtained by M from (q, b, n) in one step, provided 
that (q, 6, n) and (q’, b’, n’) are two configurations of M and b, n, b’, n’ are 
bounded by p(la(), where p is a polynomial. Here we leave acceptance out of 
consideration. Therefore M works as if it is a nondeterministic Turing machine. 
NOW we go back to ATM M = (k, Q, Z’, r, 6, qo, q). Let Q,, be {qi,, . . . , qik}. 
Then we denote q=qiv---vq=q, by qeQ,. In the same way, we use the 
abbreviations q E QV and q E Q.. We also use Vq E Q, A(q) to denote A(qi,) A 
- . . A A(qi,) and 3q E Q, A(q) to denote A(qi,) v . * * v A(qi,). We use Vq E Q, 
A(q), 3q E Q, A(q), etc. in the same way. 
As before we use d”““(n, q, b,, . . . , bk, n,, . . . , nk). Then the initial con- 
figuration corresponds to &“‘““(O, qo, 3c, . . . , A, 0, . . . , 0), where 3, expresses 
the Gijdel number of the ernpty sequence. Therefore if 
~$‘(‘~‘)(n, q, bl, . . . , bk, n,, . . . , n,J expresses ‘(q, bl, . . . , bk, n,, . . . , n,J is a 
configuration in the (n + 1)st step of ATM with input a, where n s c (jul( + c’, 
then aR(“‘)(n, q, bl, . . . , bk, nl, . . . , n,J satisfies the following condition: 
(a”““l)(n, q, b, n) c, (1) v (2)), where (1) and (2) are the following formulas: 
(1) n=OAq=q,Ab,=~A...Ab,=AAn,=OA...An~=0, 
(2) O<nr\3q’cQh cc Ilull + c 3b’ sp(luJ) 
d”‘““(n - 1, q’, b’, n’) A P(u’, q’, b’, n’, q, b, n), 
where P(u’, q’, b’, n’, q, 6, n) is a transition formula. 
This equivalence is called a first alog condition for &‘mclu’) with respect to Q and 
r. 
Now let c@‘~‘) satisfy a first alog condition for every it s c Ilull + c and 
m Cc Ilull + c A aR”““(m, q, 6, n). Then (q, b, n) is a configuration of the ATM 
with input a in the mth step, where m s c [lull + c. 
Now let &‘(“‘)(n, q, 6, ) n ex p ress an nth configuration of ATM M provided 
that n CC IluJ( + c. We introduce p(““(n, q, 6, n) and find a condition that 
/P”‘““(n, a, b, n) expresses ‘(q, 6, n) is an nth configuration of M with input a and 
it turns out that it is an accepting configuration in c Ilull + c steps provided that 
n G c Ilull + c’. Obviously p(‘“‘)(n, q, b, n) satisfies the following condition: 
,@““(n, q, b, n) f, d”‘““(n, q, b, n) A n 6 c Ilull + c 
A(~=cll~ll+c=q~Qa> 
~(n<cIlall+c~q~Qa 
v (q E Q, A 3q’ E Q 36’ sp’(lu() 3n’ cc Ilull + c 
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P(a, q, b, n, q’, b', n’) A /3’-“““(n + 1, q’, b’, II’))) 
v (q E Q, A Vq’ E Q Vb’ =z~‘(Iul) Vn’ SC llall + c 
@‘(a, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) 1/3@“(n + 1, q’, b’, n’))), 
where P(a, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) is a transition formula and Vn’ G cllall + c is 
V~~~c~~a~~+cV~~~c~~u~~+c~-~Vn~~c~~u~~+c and VbSp’()ul) is Vb,S 
Pm) - * - ‘% ~nc+z(W Th is condition is called a second alog condition for 
@‘“I and @‘(~~I) with respect to Q and K 
Finally let C(k, a) be 
&@“I’ z$JP’l”I) Vn s c Ilull + c Vq E Q Vb sp’(Jul) Vn s c (lull + c 
(c llull + c -n s k I A(&‘““, a, n, b, n) A B(aP”““, Bp”““, a, n, b, n)), 
where A(&“‘““, a, n, b, n) is a first alog condition for &‘“‘) and B(aP(‘“‘), )6pc0’), 
a, n, b, n) is a second alog condition for &‘a’) and Isp(‘O’). C(k, a) is called a first 
alog formula. We also define D(u) to be 
~&‘“I’ qyml vn s c Ilull + c Vq E Q Vb sp’(lal) Vn cc IJu(J + c 
(A(@=‘), a, n, b, n) A B(aP”““, /+‘““, 0, 40, A, 0) A /+‘s’)(o, 40, A, o)), 
where b is A, . . . , 1 and 0 is 0, . . . , 0. D(u) is called a second alog formula. Then 
‘the input a accepted in c Ilull + c steps’ can be expressed by D(A). 
Conversely, let a disjoint union Q = Q2 U Q, U Qi, r, p(lul), and a transition 
formula P(u, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) be given. Then there exists an ATM &f, such that 
P(u, q, b, II, q’, b’, n’) expresses (q’, b’, a‘) is a configuration of M1 which is 
obtained from a configuration (q, b, n) in one step with input a. Then there exists 
an ATM M2 which is obtained from M, which has one more tape and counts a 
number n of transitions satisfying Z’(u, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) starting with the 
configuration of the input a. Finally an ATM it& can be constructed from I& by 
adding a machinery which checks bi Spi+z(lU)) and n 6 c IlAll + c and rejects if at 
least one of them is not satisfied. Let D(u) be the second alog formula obtained 
from Q, r, p(lal) and P(u, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’). Then D(a) expresses the statement 
that M3 accepts a and a is accepted in time Sci lluJ1 + c, for some fixed cl. 
Therefore P(u) is in ALogTIME iff Z’(u) can be expressed by some second alog 
formula. 
The system Alog is obtained from TPoL by replacing Z’:,“‘-LIND by the 
following inference: 
ALIND 
A(u), I--+ A, A(u + 1) 
A(O), I--, A, A(c IMI + c) ’ 
where r is a term, a satisfies the eigenvariable condition and A(u) is either sharply 
bounded or of the form C(u, t) which is obtained from a first alog formula 
C(k a). 
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Definition 3.1. A formula is said to be prenex 2, lpw if it is either sharply bounded 
or of the form 
where A is sharply bounded. A formula is said to be prenex ZZ:jw if it is either 
sharply bounded or of the form 
where A is sharply bounded. A formula A is said to be prenex A:,“’ with respect 
to Alog if there exist a prenex Zig”‘-formula B and a prenex fl:*“‘-formula C such 
that A f, B and B t, C is provable in Alog. 
Definition 3.2. Suppose that we have a certain interpretation of a second-order 
variable &(I”). We say that #(l”) . 1s in ALogTIME in the interpretation if 
&(““(b) in the interpretation is an ALogTIME in a and b, where a is all free 
variables in (~1. 
In the same way as Proposition 2.3, have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. Let A(&“n’), . . . , L@“““) be sharply bounded and a be all 
first-order free variables in if. In an interpretation in which @(I*=‘), . . . , (LI$$~‘~‘)) 
are in ALogTIME, A(&lr,l), . . . , (LI@“~‘))) is in ALogTIME on a. 
Proposition 3.4. Let P(a) be in ALogTIME. Then it is prenex A:,“’ with respect o 
A&- 
Proof. Let P(a) be expressed by a first alog formula D(a) which is constructed 
from Q, c p(lal), c llall + c and P(a, q, 6, n, q’, b’, n’). Let C(k, a) be the first 
alog formula obtained from Q, r, p(lal), c [Iall + c, and P(a, q, . . . , n’). Then it 
is easily seen that C(k, a) + C(k + 1, a) and C(0, a) are provable in Alog and 
therefore by ALIND, C(c llall + c, a) is provable in Alog. It is also easily seen 
that under the assumption of C(c IJaIl + c, a), D(a) is equivalent in Alog to 
V&l”0 VBp(lOI) Vn SC llall + c Vq E Q Vb GP’(lal) Vn G c JlalJ + c 
(A(&‘“‘), a, n, b, n) A B(a@““, #@“I’, a, n, 6, n) 3 )6p(Io0(0, qo, 3L, 0)) 
where A is the first alog condition and B is the second alog condition. Therefore 
D(A) is prenex Ai*” with respect to Alog. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let T+ A be provable in Alog and all formulas in Z, A be 
prenex 2:Jw. Without loss of generality we assume that T-, A is of the form 
3#@lr1) - - - A&@“‘I), . . . ), . . . --f 3qf’(lS’I - - . B1(~f’(~S”), . . . ), . . . , 
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where Al, . . . , B,, . . . are sharply bounded. Suppose that we have an 
ALogTIME interpretation Z, for all free second-order variables in r+ A. For 
every ALogTIME interpretation Z, of #$‘lC’rl’), . . . , there exists an ALogTIME 
interpretation of Z3 of ~~“‘““‘, . . . such that under the joint interpretation of Z,, Z, 
and Z3, Ai(#“l’), . . . ), . . . + B1(+#@“l”, . . . ), . . . is true. 
Proof. There exists a free cut free proof P of Z + A in Alog. Then all formulas in 
P are prenex J$rw. We prove the proposition by induction on the number of 
inferences in P. If r+= A is an initial sequence, then the proposition is obvious. 
The argument for the induction step splits into cases depending on what the last 
inference of P is. We treat only nontrivial cases. 
Case 1. Suppose the last inference of P is 
r+A, B(V) 
r+A, 3~/.@‘~‘) B(q). 
Without loss of generality, we assume that r is of the form 3$(1”) A(@‘(“‘)) and A 
is empty and that A and B are sharply bounded. Let Zi be an ALogTIME 
interpretation of all free variables in r+ A and Z2 be an ALogTIME inter- 
pretation of $@I). Then by the induction hypothesis, the following sequents are 
true under the interpretation Z,, Z2: 
A(@“““) + B(V). 
Since V is sharply bounded, V is in ALogTIME under the interpretation Zi, Z2. 
Let Z3 be an interpretation of @Is’) which is the same with the ALogTIME 
interpretation of V under Zi, Z,. Then (AJ’(“‘))+ B(w~“““) is true under the 
interpretation Z,, Z,, Z,. 
Case 2. Suppose the last inference of P is 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Al and ZZ1 are empty, r,, D, 
A, are of the form g$P(lrl) A($P(lrl)), ~$JP’(I~‘I) B(+“W’l)), 3EP”(lt”l) C(~P”(lf’l)), 
respectively. Let Z, be an ALogTIME interpretation of $p(‘t’) and all second-order 
free variables in r+ A. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an ALogTIME 
interpretation Z, of @P’@‘I) such that 
A($P’l’i’) + B(qP”l”l’) 
is true under the interpretation of Z1, Zz. Also by the induction hypothesis, there 
exists an ALogTIME interpretation Z3 of &?“(lr”l) such that 
B(qP”l”l,) + C(,$P”‘l”‘l’) 
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is true under the interpretation of Z,, Z2, Z,. Then 
A(@“““) + C($“(““‘)) 
is true under the interpretation Z,, Z3. 
Case 3. Suppose the last inference of P is 
A(k), Z-II-, A, A(k + 1) 
A(O), ZZ-+ A, A(c lltll + c) . 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 17 and A are empty, f is a and 
A(k) is a first alog formula of the form Ba!“‘“” 3/Y”““” E(a”“““, B”““, k). Then 
the previous discussion on a first alog formula implies the existence of 
ALogTIME interpretation of tica’) and #Yua’) under which E(aR”““, Pp”““, 
c (It11 + c) is true. 0 
Theorem 3.6. A predicate is in ALogTZME iff it is prenex A:,“’ with respect to 
Al% 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 it suffices to show that a prenex A:-” predicate with 
respect to Alog is in ALogTIME. Let A be prenex $j”‘, B prenex ZZ:,“‘, and 
A - B be provable in Alog. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is of 
the form 3@‘(“‘) F(r#@“‘) and B is of the form Vr+!@‘) G(~J@‘““), where F and G 
are sharply bounded. Then the following sequent is provable in Alog: 
_+B@(‘I’) =&,4(‘S’) (F(@P”“‘) v 7G(r@‘““)). 
By Proposition 3.5 there exists an ALogTIME interpretation Z of @‘(“‘) and lyq(“‘) 
such that F( @‘(“‘)) v lG( ?+V(“‘) ) is true. Let us assume that a is only first-order 
free variable in A. By Proposition 3.3, F(@““) and ~G(IJJ~“““) are in 
ALogTIME under the interpretation Z. Therefore we check F(c##“““) and 
lG(qqus’)) under ATM M constructed from the interpretation I. Then by the 
time c llaJ( + c for some c, just one of F(@““) and 1G(r/~~@‘)) is recognized. 
Therefore the predicate A of a is in ALogTIME. 0 
4. The systems SNlq and S’” 
The language of SN log and Slog is the same as the language of A@. First we 
consider to express a predicate in NL. Let M = (k, Q, 2, r, 6, qO, q.) be a NTM 
(nondeterministic Turing machine), where k is the number of work tapes, Q is a 
finite set of states, Zis a finite work tape alphabet with a blank symbol, 6 is the 
next move relation, qO E Q is the initial state and qa E Q is the accepting state. 
With a certain coding, we again assume the following conditions on M. 
(1) z consists of 0 and 1. 
(2) Q = {qo, . . . > q,} and qa is one of ql, . . . , qr and qo, . . . , qr are numerals. 
(3) r= {co, Cl, . . * , cm} where co = 0, cl = 1, and c2, . . . , c, are numerals. 
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Let a be an input. We again introduce aP(‘“‘)(n, q, bl, . . . , bk, nl, . . . , nk) to 
express that (q, bl, . . . , bk, n,, . . . , nk) is a possible configuration of A4 at an nth 
step, where q is a state, bi is the content of the ith tape, and ni is the position of 
the head in the ith tape. 
We assume that the lengths of bi are less than or equal to c 11~11 + c and 
ni SC l/all + c. Then ‘a configuration (q’, b’, n’) is obtained by 6 from (q, b, n)’ 
is again expressed by a transition formula and for any transition formula 
P(a, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) there exists an NTM M such that P(a, q, b, II, q’, b’, n’) 
is equivalent to the statement hat (q’, b’, n’) is obtained by M from (q, 6, n) in 
one step, provided that (q, b, n) and (q’, b’, n’) are two configurations of M. 
Now let M- start with input a and the initial configuration 
(40, A . * * , A, 0, . . . > 0) and (q, b, n) be a configuration in the nth step satisfying 
the condition C that in all configurations (q’, b’, n’) reaching to (q, b, n), the 
length of the contents of each work tape is GZ Ilull + c. If we assume that any 
configuration reaching to (q, 6, n) appears first time in the path, then we can find 
a polynomial p, such that n =~p~(lul). Therefore there exists an adequate p((ul) 
such that ‘(q, b, n) is a configuration in the nth step satisfying the condition C’ is 
expressed by &‘““(n, q, b, n) where tip”“‘) satisfies the following conditions: 
(Nl) Vn ~PI@I) ( aR”““(n, 4, b, n) 2 /i\ IZi 6 C 11~ )I + C 9 
> 
(N2) o”“““(0, q, b, n) f* q=qoh$bi=kh/\ni=O, 
I 
(N3) Vn ~p&ul) (0 <n 2 (d’(‘ai)(n, q, b, n) 
- 3q’ E Q 3b’ sp’(lul) 3n’ s c Ilu(J + c 
(&‘““(n -4, q’, b’, n) A P(u, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’)), 
where P(u, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) is a transition formula expressing transition of M. 
The formula (Nl) A (N2) A (N3) is called a first Nlog condition for &‘“” with 
respect to Q, r, and P. 
Suppose that an NL predicate R(u) is recognized by M in such a way that if a is 
accepted by M, then it is accepted by using at most c llull + c tape space in each 
work tape. Then R(u) is equivalent to the following formula: 
3&‘“” (Vn ~p~(lal) Vq E Q Vb ~p’(lul) Vn ~p”(lul) A(@‘““, a, q, b, n) 
A 3n ~p~(lul) 36 ~p’(lul) 3n ~p”(lul) &‘““(n, q., b, n)), 
where A( d’@‘), a, q, 6, n) is a first NLog condition for ~9~‘“‘) with respect to 
Q, r and P, and Vn <p”(lul) and 3n <p”(lul) are abbreviations of 
Vni ~pk+44) - . - Vnk ~p2k+2W and 3n I ~~k+3(lal) . . -3nk ~P2k+2W9 
respectively. 
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Conversely, let Q, r, and c llall + c be given first. Then let a transition formula 
P(a, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’) be given and finally, let a first Nlog condition 
A(&(‘““, a, q, b, n) be given. In this situation, we can first find an NTM Mr such 
that Mr is of the form (K, Q, Z, r, 6, q,,, qJ and 2 = (0, 1) and 6 is expressed by 
P(a, q, 6, n, q’, b’, n’) provided that a is the input. Then there exists an NTM M2 
which is obtained from Ml which has one more tape and counts a number n of 
transitions satisfying P(u, q, b, q’, b’, n’) starting with the configuration of the 
input a. Finally, an NTh4 M3 can be constructed from M2 by adding a machinery 
which checks n ~Pl(lUl), q E Q, Ai bi spi+,(lUl), Ai lbil CC llall + C, Aini c 
Pi+/c+Z(bl), Ai ni s c Ilull + c and rejects if at least one of them is not satisfied. 
This machinery needs at most O(log Ial) spaces. Therefore the formula 
3aP”“” (Vn ~p~(lul) Vq E Q Vb ~p’(lul) Vn 6p”(lal)A(ctP(‘~‘), a, q, b, n) 
A 3n ~pl(lul) 36 ~p’(lul) 3n sp”(lal) aP(‘“‘)(n, q., b, n)) 
expresses an NL predicate. 
Now let M be an NTM again and M start with input a and a configuration 
(q’, b”, no) in the place of (qo, A, . . . , 3L, 0, . . . , 0) where q”c Q, Ai 6, c 
Pi+,(lal), Ai lbil s c llall + c7 Ai ni c P,+k+z(lal), and r\ini d c 11~11 + c are sat- 
isfied. (N2’) is defined by 
(N2’) a”“““(0, q, b, n) * q = q” A b = 6’ hn=nO, 
where b = b” and n = no are abbreviations of Ai bi = by and Aini = ny, 
respectively. 
The formula (Nl) A (N2’) A (N3) is called a second Nlog condition for &‘“‘) 
with respect to Q, r, P and (q’, b”, no). 
Finally, let N(k, a) be 
Vq” E Q Vb” sp’(lul) Vn” =S c /lull + c ii&‘“‘) Vn Spl(lal) Vq E Q 
Vb ~~‘(lul) Vn s c Ilull + c 
(pl(lal)-n s k DA(&“‘““, a, n, q, b, n, q”, b”, no), 
where A (d’(‘““, a, n, q, b, n, q”, b”, no) is a second Nlog condition for &‘(I@‘) 
with respect to Q, r, P, and (q’, b”, no). N(K, a) is called an Nlog formula. 
The system SN’Og is obtained from Alog by replacing ALIND by the following 
inference: 
NLSBIND A([$]), r-, A, A(q) 
A(O), z-- 4 A(p,(l4)) ’ 
where t is a term, a satisfies the eigenvariable condition and A(a) is either sharply 
bounded or of the form N(a, t) which is obtained from an Nlog formula N(k, a). 
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Definition 4.1. A formula is said to be restricted 2isw if it either prenex Z’:,“’ or of 
the form 
where A is sharply bounded, pl, . . . , pk, ql, . . . , qr are polynomials and 
PI(M), - * * > Pk#kh !ih(bli), . * * f q&I) do not have any bound variables. 
A formula is said to be restricted ZIi3”’ if it is either prenex II:*“’ or of the form 
31 ~Pl(lhl) - * . =JXk <pk(Jtk() y$p~l’) . . . V(#p~‘) 
A(x,, . . . , &, f#Jrfl(““), . . . , +p”*“), 
where A, jh(lhl), . . . ,f’k(bkh 4&d)> . - . > q&l) satisfy the same condition as 
in the case of restricted Z:*‘“. 
A formula is said to be restricted (prenex) A:,“’ with respect to SNlog if there 
exist a restricted (prenex) Et+’ -formula B and a restricted (prenex) II:+‘-formula 
C such that A c* B and B c, C is provable in SNlog. 
Definition 4.2. Suppose that we have a certain interpretation of a second-order 
variable ~9~~“‘). We say that #(lo’) is NLSPACE in the interpretation if &‘(‘“‘)(b) 
if the interpretation is an NLSPACE in a and b, where a is all free variables in 
ItI- 
Proposition 4.3. Let A(@“““, . . . , a$$““‘, . . . , c~+(“~‘)) be sharply bounded 
and a be all first-order free variables in it. In an interpretation in which 
(t4”““’ cP(lfn’) are in NLSPACE, A(@““), . . . , CI$$“~“) is in NLSPACE on P--*9 n 
a. 
Proof. By [13], NL = co-NL. The proof goes in the same way as Proposition 2.3 
by using this fact. Cl 
Proposition 4.4. Let P(a) be in NL. Then it is prenex A:,“’ with respect o SN”‘g. 
Proof. Let P(a) be expressed by 
3&“‘) (Vn <pI(lal) Vq E Q Vb cp’(lal) Vn sp”(lal) A(@“‘), a, q, b, n) 
A 3n spl(lal) 36 sp’((al) 3n cp”(lal) @“‘)(n, q., b, n)), 
where A(&‘““, a, q, b, n) is a first Nlog condition for &‘“‘) with respect to Q, r 
and P(a, q, 6, n, q’, b’, n’). Now the following sequent is easily shown in SN@: 
N([$l, a) --, N(k a). 
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Therefore by NLSBIND, N(p,(lal), a) is provable in SNlog and therefore 
3aB”“” (Vn sp,(jal) Vq E Q Vb sp’(lal) Vn ~p”(lul)A(aP(‘“‘), q, b, n)) 
is provable in SN’Og. 
SN”‘g also proves the following sequent: 
Vn ~pi((aJ) Vq E Q Vb cp’((al) VII sp”(luJ)A(&““““, a, q, b, n), 
Vn sp,((ul) Vq E Q Vb sp’(lul) Vn cp”(lul)A(~(‘“‘), a, q, b, n), 
n opt> b ~p’(l4, n am”> 4 E Q 
- aP”““(n, q, b, n) - ~sP”““(n, q, b, n). 
Therefore P(u) can also be expressed by 
V&““(Vn cp,(lul) Vq E Q Vb cp’(lul) Vn ==p”(lul) A(&'('='), q, b, n) 
3 3n sp,(lul) 3b sp’(lul) 31 =zp”(lul) cP(““)(n, qO, b, n)). 
Therefore P(u) is prenex Ai,” with respect to SNlog. 0 
Now we define Wit in the way that Witness 2 is defined in [4]. However our 
definition of Wit is defined outside of SN log and we introduce many second-order 
free variables yl, y2, . . . , hl, a2, . . . for the definition, which are called witness 
variables. We use CY*, /3*, . . . to express c@‘~), /Fp(lrO, . . . . 
Definition 4.5. Suppose A is a restricted J$“‘- formula. Let the free first-order 
variables of A be among a and the free second-order variables of A be among a*. 
The sharply bounded formula Witza*( y, a, a*) with y is defined below, where y is 
a witness variable. The definition is by induction on the complexity of A. 
(1) If A is sharply bounded, then define 
Wit$a*(y, a, a*) * A(a, a*). 
(2) If A is not sharply bounded and of the form VX ~:p(lrl) B(x), then define 
Wit2a*(y, fz, a*) f, Vx Sp(ltl) WitsX+*(/3(x + 1, y), u, X, a*), 
where p(b, y) is an abbreviation for the abstract {x} y ((6, x)). 
(3) If A is 3@““” B( #“““‘), then define 
Wit>“*(y, a, a*) f-, Wit2a*F@(/l(2, y), u, a*, ARYP(“‘)(/3(1, y))), 
where k is the length of ~(ltl), and ARYP”“)(y) is an abbreviation for 
(x1, . * * 9 xkc)h sh(ltl) h . ’ . A xk sPk(lti) A y((%, * . . , xk))). 
Proposition 4.6. Let A(u, a*) be a restricted 2:s”-formula and I be an NL 
interpretation of a* and y. Zf Witz=*(k, a, a*) holds in the interpretation I, then 
A(u, a*) holds in the interpretation I.
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Proof is by induction on the complexity of A. If A is sharply bounded, then it is 
obvious. Otherwise we have the following two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose A is Vx sp(ltl) B(x). Then Wit2”‘(y, a, a*) is Vxsp(lrl) 
Wits’““(jI(x + 1, y), a, X, a*). By the induction hypothesis, Vx ~p(lrl) B(x) 
holds in the interpretation I. 
Case 2. Suppose A is 3@““‘) B(yP(“‘)). Then Wiga*(y, a, a*) is Vx ~~(lrl) 
Wiea’,+*(Z3(2, y), u, a*, ARY$“‘)(/3(1, y))). By the induction hypothesis, 
B(ARY”““‘(/I(l, y))) h o Id s in the interpretation I. Therefore A holds in the 
interpretation I. 
Proposition 4.7. Let A(u, a*) be a restricted 2’:+‘-formuZu and Z be an NL 
interpretation of IX* and y. Then Wit;=*(y, u, a*) is an NL predicate in the 
interpretation I.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 4.3 since Wit>” (y, a, a*) is sharply 
bounded. 0 
Definition 4.8. Let a be a,, . . . , a,. Then /3(u, y) is defined to the abstract 
{x)y((ar, . . . , urn x)1. 
We also define B(b, u, y) to be /3@, @(a, y)). 
Theorem 4.9. Let r+A be of the form AI,. . . , A,,-, B,, . . . , B, where 
A,, . . . , A,, BI, . . . , B, are restricted E:,“‘-formulas and all free variables in 
r+ A are u, a. Let i=+ 6 be 
Witz,“‘(yi, 0, a*), . . . , Wit2z’(yn, 4, a*) - 
WitsF’(/3(u, a,), (I, a*), . . . , Wit2:*(/3(u, a,), a, a*). 
Let Z, be an NL interpretation of a*. If Z* A is provable in SN”‘g and Z2 i8 an 
NL interpretation of yl, . . . , yn, then there exists an NL interpretation Z3 of 
s 1,. * * , S,,, such that Z=+ d holds in the joint interpretation Z,, Z,, Z3. 
Proof. There exists a free cut free proof P of r-* A in SN’Og. Then all formulas 
in P are restricted z:*“‘. We prove the theorem by induction on the number of 
inferences in P. If r-* A is an initial sequence, then the theorem is obvious. 
The argument for the induction step splits into cases depending on what the last 
inference of P is. We shall omit many of the cases since they are trivial. 
Case 1. Suppose the last inference of P is 
r+A,D,D 
r*A,D . 
We assume that r is A and A is empty. Then f 3 d is of the form 
(1) WiQ”*(y, a, a*) ---, Wit~“‘(/l(u, 6), a, a*). 
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Now F+b, b is of the form 
(2) Wit:“‘(y, a, a*) +- Wit$“*@(a, 6,), a, a*), Wit>“*@(a, 6,) a, a*). 
By the induction hypothesis, for every NL interpretation Z, of a* and every NL 
interpretation Z2 of y, there exists an NL interpretation Z, of S, and h2 such that 
(2) holds in the interpretation Z,, Z2, Z,. Now define 
Then 6 
of 6 by 
Case 2. 
is an NL predicate in the interpretation Z,. We denote this interpretation 
Zj. Then (1) holds in the interpretation II, Z, and Z;. 
Suppose the last inference of P is 
A(f), II+ A 
We assume that Z7 is empty, A is B. Then f-* A is of the form 
(1) tsp(lsl), k+x sp(lsl) Wit>$(B(x + I), y), a, x, a*) + 
Witf”~“*(P(u, 6) a, a*). 
By the induction hypothesis, for every NL interpretation Z; of y’, there exists an 
NL interpretation Z, of 6 such that 
(2) Witz$(y’, a, a*) + Wit:“*(#I(u, 6), u, a*) 
holds in the interpretation Z,, Z;, Z,. Now let Z, be an NL interpretation of y. 
Define y’(b)t*t~p(lsl) A y((t + 1, b)) and Zi to be an interpretation of t 6 
~(1~1) A y((t + 1, b)) by Z,. Then Z; is an NL interpretation of y’, Therefore there 
exists an NL interpretation ZX of 6 such that (2) holds in Zr. Z;, Z3 and therefore (1) 
holds in Z, , Z,, Z3. 
Case 3. Suppose that the last inference of P is 
a up, I-+ A A(a) 
Z-+ A, Vx sp(ltl) A(n) . 
We assume that r is B and A empty. Then f + A is of the form 
(1) Wit”,.“*(y, a, a*) + Vx <~(ltl) WiPX*“*(/3(x + 1, a, 6) a, x, a*). 
Let Z2 be an NL interpretation of y. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an 
NL interpretation I3 of 6 such that the following sequent holds in the 
interpretation Z,, Z,, Z,: 
a =GP(ltl), Wit”,.“‘(y, a, a*) + Wit2$;‘(/3(a + 1, a, 6), a, a, a*). 
Obviously the interpretation Z,, Z2, Z, satisfies (1). 
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Case 4. Suppose that the last inference of P is 
We assume that Z7 is empty and A is A. Then l=+ d is of the form 
(1) Wit?“*,@‘(P(2, y), a, cc*, ARYP”“‘(/3(l, y))) += Witz”*(P(a, 6), a, a*). 
Let Z2 be an NL interpretation of y. By the induction hypothesis, for any NL 
interpretation Zi of y’ and an NL interpretation Z, of &“‘) there exists an NL 
interpretation Z; of 6’ such that the following sequent holds in Z,, Z,, Ii, Z3: 
(2) Wit>a*@*(y’, a, a*, cy*) += Witz”*(/3(a, a), a, a*). 
Let (~*(bl, . . . , b,J t-, br s~l(lrl) A . . . A bk c~,&tl) A ~((1, bl, . . . > bk)) 
and I0 be the interpretation of (Y* which is obtained from the right-hand side of 
equivalence by the interpretation Z,, Z,. 
Moreover, let y’(b) c, y’(( 2, b )) and Z; be the interpretation of y’ which is 
obtained from the right-hand side of equivalence by the interpretation Z2. Then 
there exists Z3 such that (2) holds in Z,, Zr, Zi, Z,. Obviously (1) holds in the 
interpretation II, Z,, Z,. 
Case 5. Suppose that the last inference of P is 
r+ A, F(V) 
r+ A, &#@“” F( f##““) .
We assume that Z is A, A is empty. Then F+ d is of the form 
(1) Witza*(y, a, a*) + Wit>$$*(p(2, a, S), a, a*, ARYP”“‘(/?(l, a, 6))). 
Let Z, be an NL interpretation of y. We shall show the existence of an NL 
interpretation Z3 of 6 such that (1) holds in the interpretation II, Z,, Z3. 
We assume that V does not have any free variables except a, a* since we can 
substitute 0,O = 0 for these if necessary. By the induction hypothesis, there exists 
an NL interpretation Z; of 6’ such that the following sequent holds in Zr, I,, Z$: 
(2) Wit2=*(y, a, a*) +- Wit>& #(a, S’), a, a*). 
Let V be {x1, . . . , xk}(xl spl(ltl) A ’ . . A xk spk(ltl) A ~(xl~ . . . , xk)). Then 
6 satisfies 
and 
6((2, Q, x)) t, d’((a, x)) 
a(( 1, a, XI, . . . , xk)) * (XI sP~(iti) A . . . A x,, -‘pk(bl) A +I, . . . , xk))* 
By (151, see also [5], there exists an NL interpretation Z, of 6 which satisfies the 
above equivalences when the right-hand sides of equivalences are interpreted by 
II, I;. Obviously (1) holds in the interpretation II, I*, Z3. 
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Case 6. Suppose that the last inference of P is 
r-+A,D D,l---,A 
l--+-A * 
We assume that Z is A, A is B, and D does not have any free variable except a, 
a*. Then F + d is of the form 
(1) Witz”‘(y, a, a*) 4 Wit%“‘(/3(a, a), a, a*). 
Let Z, be an NL interpretation of y. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an 
NL interpretation Z, of 6 and 6’ such that 
Wit2a*(y, a, a*) + Wits”*(/3(u, a), a, a*), Wit>“‘(/3(u, a’), a, a*). 
Now fi, F+ d is of the form 
(2) Wits”‘(y’, a, a*), Wit2a*(y, a, a*) + Wit%=*(@(u, 6), u, a*). 
Let Z; be an NL interpretation of y’ which is obtained from /3(u, S’) by Z,, Z;. 
Then by the induction hypothesis, there exists an NL interpretation Z: of 6” such 
that (2) holds in the interpretation Zr, 2, Z Zi, Zi. Then the following sequent holds 
in Z,, Z2, Zj, I;: 
Wit?=*(y, a, a*) 3 Wit$“*@(u, a), a, a*), Wits”*(#I(u, S”), a, a*). 
After this, we can get Z, in the same way as in Case 1 such that (1) holds in Z,, Z,, 
Z 3. 
Case 7. Suppose that the last inference of P is 
B([&l), I?+ 4 B(a) 
B(O), ZZ+ A> B(~(l4)) . 
We assume that II and A are empty. We also assume that B(a) is N(a, t), where 
iV(k, a) is an Nlog formula. Then f+ d is of the form 
(1) Witap6,(r, a, a*) + Wit%&,,,&% a), a, a*). 
Let A(c@““, q, n, q, 6, n, q”, b, no) be some second Nlog condition for c@“‘) 
with respect to Q, Z, some transition formula P, and (q’, b”, no). Then B(p,(ltl)) 
is of the form 
Vq” E Q Vb” cP’(ltl) VIE’ s c lltll + c 3&“” vn GPr(lfl) 
Vq E Q Vb am’ Vn s c lltll + c hUtI) L n ~~dl4)) 
=JA(&‘““‘, t, n, q, b, n, q”, b”, no). 
This is equivalent to 
Vq’EQ- * Vn s c (It(l + cA(a+‘(“‘), t, n, q, b, n, q”, b”, no). 
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Therefore Wit~,$,c,&.?(a, a), CL, a*) is equivalent to 
V~‘E Q Vb”~p’(ltl)Vno~p((tl)tlno~c llfll +cVn ~p,(ltl) Vq E Q 
Vb ~p(ltl) Vn s c lltll + cA(V, f, n, q, 6, n, q”, b”, no), 
where V is 
{X1, . . . > X/J(XI ~PI(l4) A * * - A x/c ~PkW) 
A W, q”, b”, no, a, ~1, . . . , x,c))). 
Certainly there exists an NL interpretation Z3 of 6 such that this formula holds in 
Z,, Z3. Then whatever an interpretation Z, of y is, (1) holds in the interpretation Zr, 
Z*, Z,. 0 
In the same way as Theorem 3.6, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.10. A predicate is in NL iff it is prenex A:,“’ with respect to SN log. 
Now we are going to define Slog. Let ~4 = (k Q, -T C 6, qo, qa, qu) be a 
DTM (deterministic Turing machine), where everything is the same as before 
except that q1 E Q is the rejecting state. We asume the same conditions on Z: Q 
and ZY Let P(a, q, 6, n, q’, b’, n’) be a transition formula. It is said to be a 
deterministic transition formula if the following sequent is provable in B’Og. 
P(a, q, b, n, q’, b’, n’), p(a, q, b, n, q”, b”, n”) 
-fq ‘=q”~\~=b”An’=n”. 
Let N(k, a) be an Nlog formula. It is said to be a log formula if the transition 
formula used in N(k, a) is a determinate transition formula. 
The system Slog is obtained from SN’Og by replacing NLSBIND by the follow- 
ing inference: 
LSBIND 
A([ia]), r-, A, A(a) 
A(O), I-+ 4 NPIW)) ’ 
where c is a term, a satisfies the eigenvariable condition, and A(a) is either 
sharply bounded or of the form iV(a, t) which is obtained from a log formula 
N(k a). 
In the same way as Theorem 4.10, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.11. A predicate is in L if it is prenex Ai,” with respect to Slog. 
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